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BoMONTON, May 1st, 1911.

HON. DUNCAN MARSHALL,
Minuter of Agriculture,

Edmonton, Alberta.

Si«,—I beg to transmit herewith Poultry Bulletin No. 8, entitled

'Practical Poultry Keeping," by Mr. A. VV. Foley, Superintendent of

the Poultry Branch of the I>cpartment. and to recommend that it be

printed for publication.

I have the honour to be, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

GEO. HARCOURT,
Deputy Minister.
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INTRODUCTION.

The kind reception given Poultry Bulletin No. 1, 'Advanced

Methods of Poultry Farming." and the forward strides which the

industry has made in the province since it w.' ritten, has led the write'

to revise it and to incorporate the latest ava.iable and authorativt in-

fomution on the subject as it relates to the province.

In preparing this bulletin, much of the information that apiaared

in "Advanced Methods of Poultry Farming" has been used. Nc.v

phases of the industry have been taken up and it is hoped that the

information presented will be of service to many throughout the yro-

vince whether undertaking poultry raising commercially, for exhibition

purposes, or as a pastime.

Fig. 1.—Costly Houses Not Necessary. Poultry House Construct

ED OF Poles and Clay in Which One op the Best Record^

For Winter Laying in Alberta Was Obtained.
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1.—THE POULTRY INDUSTRY.

Throughout the Province of Alberta, in fact all Western Canad
at all seasons of the year there is an almost unlimited demand f(

poultry products. This is indicated by the enormous importations thi

are made annually from the eastern provinces, the United States, an

even from Australia. With the prices of dressed poultry ranging froi

16c to 25c per pound for good quality, and eggs from 18c to 60c p(

dozen, there is every inducement in the i.iatter of market for a great<

interest in the production of poultry products. During the wintt

months of 1909 and 1910, fresh eggs were selling at from 50c to 60c pe

dozen. The lowest price was reached the last week of April and th

first week of May, when they retailed at 20c per dozen. By the middl

of May the price had again risen 5c per dozen, gradually increasing s

the season advanced. It is estimated that the Canadian hen laid 125

000,000 dozen eggs in 1910. In the production of this amount, th

Alberta hen plays a most insignificant part. The same will apply to th

supply of dressed poultry.

On investigation at manv points throughout the province, it i

found that in some districts the farmers themselves are the large<

purchasers of bacon, condensed milk, butter and eggs at the local store;

They are so engrossed with the larger departments of farming tha

they lose sight of the market demands for food products. The wester
farmers are growing the grain for the farmers of the eastern province

to convert into bacon, butter, cheese, and poultry products, and shi

these back to the farmer and other citizens of the western province

to consume. If this is profitable to the eastern producers who hav
to pay transportation and a considerable advance on the price th

Alberta grain grower receives, how much more profitable should it b
to the Alberta farmer who has the grain at first cost and the markc
at his door. This surely demonstrates the advisability of turning th

coarse products of the farm into finished products of high value easil;

placed on the market and thus securing a large portion of the h'ghl;

increased market value which the double freight charges now cause.

As the province develops the market demands will also grow as i

high percentage of the incoming population will for some time b<

consumers rather than producers. In all likelihood it will be a grea
many years before the province will produce sufficient eggs and poultr
to meet its own requirements. Apart from this there need be no fea'

for the future as there is a market demand in British Columbia for an;

surplus there may be. In 1909 the importation of poultry product
to this province amounted to $2,447,500, which was increased in 191(

by more than a half million dollars. Owing to the geographical situatioi

of the province of British Columbia it is the natural outlet, and witl

the completion of the transcontinental railroads now under construction
this province will have access to the best markets of the Dominion
With satisfactory prices and markets, with grain at first cost, witl

climatic and other conditions so favourable, and with the province sc

well adapted to mixed farming, poultry keeping should be profitabU
to all who undertake it in a practical way. It should be doubly so tc

<,.|
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those making use of the latest scientific knowledge available to-day on

poultry keeping.

The educational work of the poultry brandi of the Department

of Agriculture has created a demand for laying strains of the varioui

utility breeds, and as a result there is practically an unlimited demand

for breeding stock and eggs for hatching to stock the farms of the

thousands of farmers already established here, and of the many

thousands of new comers arriving every year to create new homes for

themselves upon the land.

Besides offering such favourable opportunities to the tiller of

the soil, poultry raising is an industry in which the dwellers in town

may participate, because it is one which can be followed equally as

occessfully upon the confined limits of a town lot as upon the more

extensive area available upon every farm.

Climatic Conditions.—There is no province in the Dominion

where the climatic conditions are more favourable for the production

of poultry than Alberto. While the temperature drops rather low at

times it does not prevent a satisfactory supply of eggs during the winter

months, as will be shown later by actual records.

Poultry can endure quite low temperatures, when the climate is

comparatively steady, much better than they can where the climatic

changes are accompanied by quickly alternating wet and dry conditions.

Rapidly changing conditions mean colds, roup, etc., with their attendant

losses. In this respect Alberto, with its steady climatic conditions, with

a large amount of dry weather, with its long hours of sunshine, presents

ideal conditions for raising poultry of all kinds.

There is practically no rainfall until the hatching season is well

advanced, which makes conditions favourable for the rearing of young

chicks, ducks, geese and turkeys.

The absence of disease, resulting from favourable climatic condi-

tions, is an item which has not been appreciated as it should be. When
to this is added exceedingly favourable market conditions, one is sur-

prised that poultry raising has not been more generally followed. At

the same time, once these facts are known, as well as the best up-to-the-

minute methods of rearing, feeding and fattening, there is certain to

be a rapid advancement in the poultry industry. If this advance is

made along right lines it will not be long before the province will take

a leading place in this particular industry. The object of this bulletin

is, therefore, to place before those engaged in poultry raising, whether

for pleasure or profit, such advanced methods as experience has shown

to be not only practicable but highly profitable.

Perhaps no industry lends itself so successfully to general adapta-

tion as does that of raising poultry. It may be undertaken simply to

furnish employment, or as a business, or as an investment. The object

sought in undertoking it may be to supply the family needs, to follow

the dictotes of one's fancy, to win at exhibitions, or to produce superior

birds from a strictly commercial standpoint.
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The industty is ettfly divided into two subdivisions:

1. Poultry keeping for fancy and exhibition purposes;

8. Poukry keeping u a business enterprise.

While the fancy and exhibition side of the industry will pro

highly remunerative for a few, yet the greater number of poult

keepers must find the commercial side much the more profitable

it is the more practical.

Just here a word of cauticn may be in order. While the retur

from small flocks carefully handled show handsome profits, it do

not follow than when greatly increased numfbers are kept an eqt

return per bird may be counted on. Many men having beoi successi

with small flocks have lost fortunes by undertaking the poultry busim

on a large scale. Believing that since they, were successful with a f<

they would be equally successful with large numbers, they increas

their flocks so rapidly that they could not properly attend to the deta

necessary for the success of the business. A successful poultry businc

managed on a large scale must necessarily be tiie results of a gradv

growth from small beginnings.

The capital required by the average farmer will be largely invest

in a well built commodious house, with occasional outlays for the i

troduction of new blood and the procuring of additional incubatoi

brooders, etc. In fact many successful flocks have been built up wi

a minimum of outlay in actual money and in the very plainest of bull

ings. So far as capital goes the poultry industry affords great oppc
tunities to every farmer,—the capital required being time, careful s

tention to details, and an enthusiastic love for the work rather than

great amount of money.

Commercial poultry farming, however, is an undertaking requirii

entirely different consideration in the matter of capital and equipmer
and will be dealt with elsewhere in this bulletin.

II.—POULTRY HOUSES AND FIXTURES.

Proper accommodation is an essential in profitable poultry raisii

that cannot be overlooked. While buildings may be of as elabora

construction as the purse and fancy of the owner dictate, still housi

constructed of log, sod or mud are capable of giving as satisfactoi

results when proper care is given to location, light, ventilation ar

sanitary conditions.

Location of House.—In locating a poultry house, the followir

conditions are worthy of consideration:

Allow for growth.—Arrange the general plan in such a way th)

extensions may be easily made when required.

Convenience.—Plan in such a way that the pens may be conveniei

to feed rooms and water supply.

Dryness.—If a dry situation cannot be obtained it is better )

siop at once or provide suitable drainage. The site selected for building

and runs should have natural drainage. A gentle slope to the soul

or south-east is preferable A subsoil of a gravelly nature is mo:



acceptable., I Th« yards ^bpftld be .jwitable . for the j[rowing of grau or

alfalfa ^ green food. ,.
; ,,

Essentia^ of a Good Hoysf.—F/oor.^Thc floor of the house

should be at least six inches above the general level of the ground in

order to insure dry quarters in case of excessive rain.

Light—A liberal amount of light is necessary. Consequently

the windows should be large enough to extend from within two feet

of the floor to nearly the top of the front elevation, which should always

be to the south. If a drop curtain is to be used in the front of the

roosting quarters, it should be raised during the day to allow the sun

to penetrate to the roosts and rear walls.

Warmth. Artifieitl Heat Not Necessary.—Many people have con-

ceived the mistaken idea that artificial heat is necessary in winter to

secure the highest results in egg production. Egg-laying strains asso-

ciated with proper care and feeding have a greater influence upon

winter egg production than the supplying of artificial heat. There is

no difficulty in constructing a house that will be sufficiently warm to

ensure good laying results. Under ordinary circumstances the scratch-

ing shed section of the house is sufficient protection for the fowl during

the day, because the exercise gained in scratching for food keeps the

bird in proper condition.

Winter egg production is more seriously affected by dampness and

cold caused by the accumulation of frost on the walls and roof as a

result of lack of ventilation. Any of the low comb variety of poultry

can stand severe cold when necessary with little or no danger of frozen

combs, providing the air is dry. However, care should be taken to

protect the male birds against frozen combs, and for this purpose they

may be placed in a pen specially prepared for them.

Sanitary Co«di*ioMJ.—Cleanliness is equally as important as light

and ventilation. Too frequently the droppings are allowed to accumu-

late for weeks and in many cases even months. Iii a well regulated

house the dropboards should be cleaned off daily and the droppings

removed, because when they are allowed to accumulate, foul gases arise

and seriously affect the health of the birds. It is a good plan to spray

the house once a week with a ten per cent, solution of creolin. When
this care is exercised much is accomplished in insuring the flock against

disease and vermin.

Ventilation.—One of the most serious conditions that has to be

contended with in the housing of poultry is the accumulation of frost on

the walls and roof of the house. This makes the house much colder

and causes dampness, which is fatal to the health of poultry. This

can only be overcome by a good system of ventilation.

To insure safe ventilation, the air should enter slowly and circulate

thoroughly through the house before passing out. This may be accom-

plished in two ways

:

(1) By allowing the air to filter through straw placed under the

roof; or,

(2) Through burlap or factory cotton used as a window at each

end of the poultry house.
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la this tystan of ventilation, the air filters through the str
the fine meshes of the cotton so slowly that the moisture in the
risiiif air is carried off wiAout causiqf a draft

Fig. 2.—PoUtTtY HoUSifS AT AlIX, VBNTItATED THROUGH S'

IN THt ApKX.

The apex roof poultry house lends itself most readily to the sj

of ventilating throt^h straw. Strips of board can be placed oi

plate three or four inches apart and the apex partially filled with s

In both ends of the apex an opening 18 inches square should be i

to allow the circulation of air above the straw. Doors should be p
in these openings to protect the straw from storms. At all other I

the doors should be left open no matter how low the tcmperatur
by this means the moisture is Uken from the straw and carrie<J

of the house.

\Vhere burlap or factory cotton is used the openings shoul
made in the ends of the house in a suitable place. Where the cons
tion of a house is such that it is impracticable to make openings ir

ends, jrood results may be obtained by removing a portion of the
or even a pane of glass and replacing with cotton.

To secure satisfactory ventilation by use of windows, it is neces
to have two openings at opposite ends of the house to insure a com]
circulation of air. When the ventilation fails to remove the 1

deposited on the inside of the house it is usually due to lack of suffii

circulation or because the outlet for the air is not hig^ enough to a
the moisture in the air to escape before the frost condenses it.

Plans of Desirable Houses.—Having given a few hints as tc
proper location of a poultry house and the necessary essentials thei
it is an easy matter for anyone to plan a house to meet his partic

.-^
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requirements. For the convenience of those who desire an exterior

design a number of styles of houses are illustrated. The exterior of

any style of poultry house is largely a matter of taste in the general

dcaign.

Fig. 3.

—

Poultry House Showing Light and VgNTitATioN Through
Roof.

A standard for dimensions of a pen may be 12 by 12 feet. These
dimensions may be varied to accommodate different numbers of hens,

allowing from 6 to 6 square feet per hen.

In constructing a poultry house it is wise to have a good founda-

tion of cement. The sills may be of two thicknesses of 2 by 4 scantling

lapped to break the joints. The front studding may be 8 feet long and
the rear studding 4 1-2 feet. These dimensions may be varied to meet
special requirements.

Various methods of siding up the wails may be followed

:

(1) One plan that is considered satisfactory for all practical pur-

poses is to put shiplap on the outside of the studding, with the planed

side inward, cover with building paper and finish with drop siding.

(2) Another method is to put paper and shiplap on the inside

of the rear and end walls and the underside of the rafters to the front

of the dropboard as well as on the outside as above.

(3) Finished on the outside as in No. 1 satisfactory results have
been obtained by naiUng lath on the inside of the studding and rafters

and stuffing the space with chaff and straw, as shown in Fig. 4.

(4) A house may be constructed of one thickness of any siding

material with cotton front as illustrated in Fig. H. Elsewhere \/ill be

found temperature records of different houses thus constructed and
in use at the Provincial Poultry Station.

! In a number of experiments ccmducted at the Provincial Poultry

Station, Ediuo' '>
, with differently constructed houses, there was no
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Fig. 4.—Inter-Ok of Curtain Front House. Showin
Nests. Drop Board, Drop Curtain and Straw Fii

apparent difference in results thit wotitd warrant any particu
of construction. It may be said, however, that the health
appearance so desirable in a flock was most apparent in the 1

structed of one thickness of lumber and with a cotton front.

Fig. 5.—GENERAt Plan of Single Style of Poultry F

-'I

--j

This style is in general use all over the continent and n
them are girmg entire satisfaction in the province. It is with
the most economical and practical for the average breeder to
IS simple m construction, requires less material than the dou
and admits the sunUght to the roosts and rear walL This h
flie shanty roof pattern, the front studding being 8 ft, aod
6 ms The manner of construction in gaieral is similar to t
double style, excepting that the single house should be pai
boarded with tongued and grooved lumber on the inside of thi
oiroughout.
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Fig. «.—Cross Sbction of Single Style of Poultry House.

The partition doors in this house are placed about 3 ft. from
the front, as shown in Fig. 6. That part of the partition between the
roosting quarters should be made of tongued and grooved lumber to

the roof, and the ceiling should be boarded with the same material.

A frame covered with burlap can be hinged in front of the roosting
quarters (Fig. 7), as a means of extra protection in case of severe
weather. This house is usually made IS ft in width, and the pens from
10 to 18 ft kmg, accommodating from 25 to 30 hens. Fig 8 shows the
floor plan.

>ULTRY House.

nt and numbers of
t is, without doubt,

reeder to build. It

the double house.

This house is of
ft, aod rear 4 ft
lilar to that of the
d be papered and
ide of the studding FJg- 7.—Interi(» View of Single Style of Poultry House, Show-

ing Position of Nest, Drop Board, and Burlap Curtain.
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Fif. 8.—Fw)o« PtAN OP SiNCLt Style of Poulwy

m, »h!? ?^ f ^"^
''"''* '" ""^ P'°'''"c^ with on'y one plj

SaL J"***
°' *! '?!****"« *"^ '*•"« have proved Mti.?.of these houses was built with the studding set so that a stoJopaper would just cover the width betwe^ studs the JS,on vertically. When the boards were oT. JSjieSf STover the paper on the mside l«tweer. each pair of studs toptace and prevent any bulging.

Fig. 9.—DouBw Style of PoutntY House with Loft ak
IN Centre, Showing Scratching Sheds Enclosed \

Cotton and Wire.

. . °I1"'»
'"''***'

°i '^ '*"**' *« P»P«^ ^'^ P"t on in the s
t.c., vertically instead of horizontally. Though the house builthas given every satisfaction for two winters, whether it will ccdo so remains to be seen. The secret of the success of this hbably lies in the care that was taken in putting on the paper .were carefully closed, no tears were made in the nnpeV. Tnd e'was tight so that an actual dead air space existed in Sie wall w

'-i
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in the same way,
use built this way
it will continue to

3f this house pro-
paper. All joints

!r, and everything
e wall when com-

Fig. 10.

—

Poultry House Suitable tor Town or City Lot.

Thx Curtain Front House.—During recent years considerable

has been said in favour of the curtain front house. For the past two
years experiments with houses of this construction have been con-
ducted at the Provincial Poultry Station and have proved ko satisfac-

tory that a house 8 feet wide and 78 feet long was erected.

This house was also constructed as an experiment in producing
a cheap house as it consists of one thickness of V-joint lumber througn-
out. Experiments are also being made with different methods of venti-

Fig. 11.- -Cotton Front House in Use \t Provincial Poultry
Station, Edmonton.
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^

hii STiSfOi^ r** '•^
..5^ *** imiifmcm tlw bird.

hav« the foU floor tpMf of the ptn m Uhutr»tMl in Fif. 4.

cottJ^. IZ*i^^*^ W.i«*«. ffomA. pound «,d .boy thi,
cotton 1. oMd on fr«inM u .lutrattd. Thwt frunes are liinced to
»wfajttaw.rd. and .re firten . to the ceiling when open. The op^nf.art corned with poultry netting to encloM the birds.

.

^nMiutirn In Houunc—During the winter of 1910-11 ex-
tensive experunents were made with the object of ucerUininc the

W^". •
^ "•* '*'^"'*"' ''y'" °^ ''°"«*- These experimentT will

be of special interest to poultry raisers of Canada. They are at least

2Z Itl '&S«.""'*
•* ''• ""•' '~'^*'"'^ '~"'*'^ «"*"-"»

foIloIJ^
*'*"'** '" **'**^*' *** ''*^"*' *'"'* *''"' *"• <^°n»t™ct«d •«

o* .tS.„- T."*^™?'** *'"' clapboard and paper on the inside
of studding and clapboard, paper and drop siding on the outside.

Fig. 11 of one thidoiess of V-joint lumber with cotton front.
Fig. 18 of one thickness of V-joint lumber with glass window.
Fig. 18 of one thicknew of V-joint lumber with cotton window.

Fig. 1».—CotoNY House,
Glass Window.

Fig. 13.—Colony House,
Cotton Window.



In each of Umm houM* a drop curtain wai utcd in front of tht

itKMta.

For comparison of these different bouses during cold weather the

maximum and minimum reading of the thermometer for January tht

13th, the coldest day of the winter may be used. The maximum reading

was SO degrees below zero while the minimum was OS bebw zero.

The house illustrated in Fig. 16 recorded a maximum of 7 and a
minimum of 18 degrees below zero, while house illustrated in Fig. 11

recorded a maximum of 11 and a minimum of 18 below, which was
slightly in favour of the cotton house.

Figs. It and 13 represent two houes constructed exactly alike

with the exception tha» Fig. 13 has a cotton window, while Fig. 18 has
a glass window. On the above date the house with the glass windo,v
recorded a maximum of 8 degrees below zero and a minimum of 40
degrees below zero, while the house with the cotton window recorded a
maximum of 4 and a minimum of id below zero. In comparing the

temperati-re of these houses there was thus a difference of 6 degrees in

the maximum and 14 degrees in the minimum in favour of the house
with the cotton window.

It may be noted, however, that during the mild wp">ther of early
spring towards the end of February there were at times a slight differ-

ence in favour of the house with the i^lass window. This was no doubt
due to the fact that the sun's rays penetrated the glass and warmed
the pen.

Fig. 14.—Intekior Fixtu««s, Showing how Roosts, Nests, and
Drop Bo.ards Should be Constructed in Order That They

May Be Easily Removed.

Removable Fixtures.—The roosts, nest boxes, drop boards and
in fact all interior fixtures, should be constructed and put up in such a
way that they may be easily removed for cleaning and disinfection.
Fig. 14 illustrates how they may be arranged with advantage in ar-'
house. The roosts should rest in sockets, and the drop boards s
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Table of Temperatures for the Various Styles of Houses
Winter 1910-11.

For the month of February:

Date OuUlde
Max. Mln.

1

JHOOM No. 16 HooBe
1 Max. Mln.

| Max
J

No. 11 HouH
Mln. Max

No. 1]

Mln.

-6

i Honae No. 1

Max. Mln.

1
'

14 |.„ 6 18 6 '13 8 -12

2 -2 •44 8 -8 16 -20 6 -22 8
1

40

3 16 •6 20 6 SO 2 28 -6 32 -4

4

5

6

18 -4 81 16 23 12 26 6 29 2

20 -24 84 4 •10 2 30 -12 32 -14

7 38 -10 84 10 38 6 32 -8 36 -4

8 80 6 40 24 41 21 38 16 41 16

9
1

38 37

1 40

21 37
1

IB
1

32 4 36

10
1 36 20 44 16 44 6 44 10

11 46 -4 87 22
. 38 18 34 4 34

12 26 6 42 28 48 18 44 8 44 10

18 30 9 40 84 40 22 36 10 86 10

14 32 2 40 23 46 22 47 14 46 10

16 22 -6 40

88

36 38 22 42 8 34 8

16 1» -22 30 84 1<
1 28

1
83 -40

17 24 -22 84 8 33 '

1

'

1

83 -14 84 -12

18 27 -4 82 7 40 '

1

' 38
'

-12 40 2

19 28 -8 42 T< 88 ' 10 44 38 -2

20 26 -2 40 30 41 14 38 -2 83 4

81 30 -4 88 IS 40 14 86 2 32 6

22 48 4 44 18 42 14 44 44 4

23 48 3 60 23 66 14 66 6 43 12

24 36 20 60 33 64 40 47 84 60 36

25 26 7 47 32 46 21 42 23 46 80

26 36 -4 84 22 27 23 34 12 36 17

27
1

1

44
1

-4
1

42 u «
1

16 62 47 6

28
'i "1 "1 49 18 't

1 1

56
1 16

1
49

1

16 63 20
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Tabie op Tempebatures foe the Various Styles of Houses
Winter 1910-11.

For the month of March:

-12

40

-4

2

-14

•4

16

10

10

10

10

8

-40

-12

2

-2

4

6

4

12

85

80

17

6

20

Date
I

OuUlde
I Max. Mln.

Houae No. 16 Houae
Max. Mln. Max.

1 60 8 69 26

2 39 22 48 87

3 36 16 42 30

4 28 16 46 30

6 30 9 40 22

6 36 10 46 22

7 26 8 38 23

8 42 6 34 20

9 32 11 37 26

10 54 16 62 23

11 41 -5 42 18

12 65 18 61 27

13 67 28 66 36

14 32 13 42 21

16 38 28 62 43

16 61 28 58 38

17 6« 36 66 27

18 52 87 48 36

19 60 38 62 43

?1 62 24 64 37

No. U I House
Mln.

I
Max.

J

No. 13
Mln.

66

47

46

54

42

41

33

36

40

62

50

66

61

48

64

58

52

46

53

.1

28 61

33 43

28 38

28 44

20 40

22 40

21 37

20 34

23 40

28 60

16 44

28 66

37 68

24 42

40 63

26 46

36 68

33 60

38 64

38 62

13

27

20

20

12

14

20

10

16

18

2

20

30

17

40

30

22

32

40

28

Houae No. 12
Max. Mln.

62

48

40

45

44

44

40

34

36

56

42

63

58

44

54

46

55

60

65

64

18

38

24

28

16

16

17

16

20

20

4

28

34

17

40

35

26

36

42

34
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III.—COMMERCIAL POULTRY PLANTS.

The exceptionally good prices and extensive market demands ii

recent years for eg^s, roasters, broilers, pure bred birds and eggs fo

breeding and hatching purposes have induced many to undertake poultr

raising on a large scale. To those intending to undertake conunercia

poultry farming the following is worthy of consideration:

Location of Plant.—While it may be advisable to locate th

plant near a city or consuming centre to take advantage as far as pos

sible of retail prices it is at the same time unnecessary. To-day witi

rapid transportation in the matter of freight and express, the product

of the farm may be placed on the market in a few hours, though th

plant be situated in the country, town or village many miles away. Ii

selecting a location, attention should be given to general convenienc

and water supply. It is also advisable to have the plant located by som
public thoroughfare or railroad for the advantage in advertising.

Capital Required.—The capital required to establish an up-to

date poultry plant is often underestimated. This results in plant

being abandoned and poultry keeping pronounced a failure. It i

somewhat difficult to give a close estimate of what it will cost even t

establish a commercial poultry plant, as much will depend on th

amount and price of land, the style of buildings to be erected, and th

grade and price of lumber used. A safe estimate as to the cost of ai

up-to-date poultry plant, including land, buildings, equipment and stool

may be made at from $6 to $10 per bird capacity of the plant.

Land Required.—Moderately large plants are often successful!

operated on ten acres of land, but where one thousand birds or mor
are kept it is advisable to have at least from twenty-five to fifty acre:

Consideration must also be given to whether it is intended to gro\

the food, etc., required for the plant, in which case more land can b
used to advantage.

Free Range.—With commercial poultry plants as with smalle

plants, free range is very important, as the birds are more cheapl;

reared and develop more quickly under natural conditions than on :

limited range. The stock is more healthy and vigorous and shouli

be in a better condition for breeding purposes.

It is desirable to have the range so laid out that the ground cai

be cultivated occasionally to insure it from becoming foul. It can b
sown with alfalfa, clover, mangolds, or sugar beets. These are goo<

succulent foods and will greatly reduce the cost of feed.

Shade for the Stock.—The matter of shade should not be over

looked, as it is an important factor during the hot days of summer
Where there are no trees, it is desirable to plant groves and shelte

belts as a protection against both sun and wind.

Two Systems of Housing.—One of two systems of housing ma;

be used in commercial plants, i.e., continuous, or colony houses. MucI
may be said in favour of either system. The continuous house systen

has the advantage of housing the birds in a more compact manne
making conditions more favourable for feeding and caring for th(

breeding and laying stock. Usually the feed and store room is locate<
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H
centrally and the house divided into pens of a vvldth to >uh tlu- Luildci
and outdoor wire runs made in front of the pens.

In the colftny house system, the houses are made to hoM from 50
to ion hir.ls each, and placed from ten to twenty rods apart These
houses are not divided into pens and no runs are' required unless per-
haps, for special mating in the breeding season. W hen this .ystem is
used and only one breed kept, there is but a small outlay in the matter
of divisional fences.

Colony b,,uses may he so ccnstnuted that tiu'v ran Ik- drawn to
a suital)le location for convenience in atten !ing the birds during the
winter, and distributed atmut the fid ! again i, r the spring and wint -r
nii>:itns.

)W

Fig. 18.-Cosm- Hoi-SEs Arf Xot Xixks.sakv. A Xkvt Log Ibusi-
AT Spruce Grove. Where Hens a.vp Chickens are

SUCCESSKIXLY HoLSEU.

Other Buildings.—While the breeding houses require careful
• onsideration to suit the ideas and requirements of the owner there
are other building that must be considered. In this conrection mention
may be made of store house, feed room, carpenter shop, shipping room
incubator house fattening shed, nursery, killing and plucking n.nn
and ice house for refrigerating purposes. Consideration should also
be given to motive power and fur -nirpose a gasoline engine wcild
answer. By placing such power -n\enient place I would make a
labour saver m many ways.



IV.—ESTABLISHING AND MAINTAINING A FLCXTK

GlTTiKC TBI Stast.—One of three way* may be used for 1

MtaUUhment of a flock.

Pirsi.—By introducing pure bred cockerels and using them
improve the flock already on hand. Where a flock has unlimited ran

a cockerel of the desired type should be secured for every fifteen hei

If, however, there are a number of hens in the flock that are undesiral

for breeding purposes, it would be better to select a few of the m(
nitabie, confine them in a separate pen, and mate them with a suital

cockerel. It is always preferable to select the eggs for hatching frc

a limited number of the most suitable for breeding purposes, rather th

from all the layers indiscriminately. This method is not consider

•o desirable as either of the following.

Second.—By obtaining several settings of eggs from pure br
birds in April or May. The cockerels should be fattened in the I.

and disposed of and the nure bred pullets retained for the followi

year's breeding pen.

Third.—By buying pure bred stock. A pure bred cockerel ai

a dozen or fifteen pullets might be purchased in the fall and shou
constitute the next year's breeding pen. Care, however, should
taken in the purchasing either of pure bred breeding stock, or of tg
for hatching purposes, to obtain them from flocks that have been br
for winter laying.

i I

Fig. 19.

—

Whitb Wvandottes.

.111

Choosing a Breed,—^After having decided how to start, the ne
consideration is that of breed. Whi(^ is the best breed? This ia



question constantly asked by the beginner, and one which, after *U.
must be left to the individual to settle, since so much depends on the
object with which the work is underuken. If merely as Vrecreation.
any breed, from the smallest bantam to the largest Cochin or Brahma
IS equally suitable so long as it meets the fancy of the breeder. If themethods advocated elsewhere in this bulletin for selecting breeders for
strain building and for the development of the breed are followed,
one wiU be well repaid by the progress made, no matter what the breed.Once the choice is made do not be persuaded to make a change else allwork of improvement must count for naught.

Although for fancy breeding there may be no particular preference
^ M°M™!r"""'^'.'' P"T^«« certain breeds have been found more
profitable than others. These are generally spoken of as the uH%

Utility Breeds Recommended.

Plymouth Rocks—Barred. Buff. White and Partridge

and
^^;^"^°"'^'^'''t«=' B"ff- Silver. Golden. Columbia. Partridge

Orpingtons—Buff. Black and White.
Rhode Island xveds.

While there are other breeds of poultry capable of giving satisfac-
tory returns commercially these breeds are mentioned becluse theyhave both egg and meat producing qualities, and are well adapted to the

Fig. 20.

—

Buff Orpingtons.

Figs 19, 20 21 and 22 are typical representatives of the above
birds. It is possible to buy in these breeds, birds that are not satisfactoryon account of their great size, heavy bone, length of leg or narrowness
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Fig. 21.

—

Barrsd Plymouth Rocks.

of body. For this reason it is important to have a definite conceptic

of the type most suitable for the object for which they are to be ke{

Utility type fowls should conform to the following standard:

Body.—Broad, blocky and of medium length.

Breast.—Carried well forward, full and broad and of mediu

depth.

Breastbone.—Long, straight, not too deep and not pointed

the front.

Legs.—Short, stout, and set well apart, white or yellow

colour and without leg or toe feathers.

Head.—Medium in size, comb and wattles small.

Constitution.—Strong, healthy and vigorous as indicated 1

depth and width of body.

Plumage.—^The colour of the plumage is not an importa

factor in connection with commercial poultry raising. In t

interests of the breed chofen, however, every poultry keeper sho«

give some consideration to the plumage so long as type is t

interfered with. In any case cloM feathering is desirable.
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Of the utility breedi previously mentioned there is practicaUy
no preference. Tliqr are all good. It becomes rather a question of
strain than of breed, because more difference can be found between
individuals of the same breed than between good represenUtives of

.fferent breeds. The trap nest method of selecting birds has
en ir » most unmistakable way that there are good and poor layers

. any breed, and that the profiu depend largely upon type, strain
and selection.

PuBB Bheed vs. Scrubs.—It is scarcely necessary to state that pure
bred poultry of any variety, and particularly our commercial breeds,
are the most profitable to keep. The tendency to revert sufficiently
strong in the pure breeds and in scrubs this tendency is so pronounced
that it is almost impossible to breed successfully for the market type
or for egg production.

When pure bred and scrub chickens are reared under similar con
ditions, the pure bred birds of the utility type make more rapid and
economical gains in live weight than do the scrubs.

In crate fattening the pure bred chickens again made the greater
gains. It has also been demonstrated that the cost of food per pound
of gain was less with the pure bred chickens.

At the age of four months the pure bred chickens were fattened
and ready for the market possessing a uniformity in quality and ap-
pearance unequalled by the others at any time.

At no age are scrub chickens as saleable as the pure breds.

For meeting the demands of the higher class local markets or
for export, scrub chickens are not satisfactory.

Laws of B«mdinc.—The reason that scrubs always prove un-
satisfactory may be better understood by considering the relation which
they bear to certain laws of breeding. These laws hold good whether
with plante or animals, whether with birds or beasts. The law of
inheritance that "like begets like" means that certain of the characteris-
tics of a parent are inherited by the offspring and the apparently con-
tradictory law, the law of variation, that "like begets unlike" means
that every offspring differs from its parent to some extent. If a variety
of fowl has been bred pure for a great number of generations and in
every generation only those aUowed to live which conform to a certain
type, the resulting offspring are very Ukely to possess a uniformity of
type and characteristics similar to that in the birds which have been
used for breeding through the previous generations. A bird resulting
from such a line of breeding is prepotent, which impUes that it has
the power to imprint its own likeness upon its offspring. If two birds
each of distinct lines of breeding be mated there is a conflict The
characteristics of each breed strive to assert themselves with the result
that one or the other may not be in evidence; or the offspring may
possess the characteristics of some remote ancestor. This is not <io
true of the first cross as it is of the succeeding ones but, in any case, the
benefit of the long line of careful breeding is lost. Theories of the im-
provement of a flock by means of the introduction of the blood of
another breed are disproved every time a cross is made. To breed pure



U to titttc birds of the ume breed, and to mate croedtrccdi rncana tlu

productioo of scrubt, and to attempt succcitfttl poultry raiting witl

•crubt reaults in a decided failure.

The law of selection is of the first importance to the pure bre^

breeder. By having a type fixed in his mind and by selecting for hii

brccdii^ pen only those individuals which conform most closely to thai

type, the breeder is causing each generation to become more prepotent

in desirable characteristics, and he also finds that in each succeedini

generatioa there are fewer culls.

v.—STRAIN BUILDING FOR EGG PRODUCTION.

While good houses, careful breeding, wholesome food and propei

methods of feeding all play an important part in successful poultry

raising and have an especial pUce in winter egg production, yet th

writer is forced to the conclusion, after years of study, that carefu

affection of the prolific layers as breeders lies at the foundation of tnn

success in the poultry industry. A little study will convince anyon

that there are good and poor layers in every floclc no matter what th

breed. By nuiking a careful selection every year of the choicest bird

as breeders for the next year's floclc, the poultry man can see the resul

of his handiwork improving from year to year and the breed becomini

better because he has played his part well in its development.

Trap Nbst Sblection.—The selection of the best layers is accom

plished by the use of the trap nest, an automatic device by which, wh«

the hen enters the nest she locks herself in. Each hen intended fo

the trap nest wck has attached to her leg a numbered leg band, an

on removal from the nest by the attendant her number is noted on

monthly record sheet for this purpose. Fig. 23 shows a common typ

of leg band and Fig. 24 the same applied to the leg.

Fig. 22.—Rhodb Isi^nd Reds.

h



Fig. 26.—Thb Fotwr Trap Nwt,



' P»lty Trap N*il.—t\i\% style of tr MM (Pig. IS) is nmdc •

foQowi:

The front of the iwst box sh jc 14 inches wide and 90 incbe

high; I inches from the bottom a ..rcuUr hole 8 inches in diameter i

cut. A door is placed at the top 8 by 10 inches square by which the hei

is removed. Tlie trap consists of a board 10 inches square, with ai

ey«. .crew on each side. The door slides up and down on a Na I

wire passing through the sc '^w-eyes of the trap door.

This trap may be more easily made by substituting a groove fo

the eye-Krews and wires. In making a single nest a strip one inci

wide should be 'aced on a horiiontal strip one-quarter inch wider thai

the thickness o. the trap door making the groove in the form of an L

When a number of nests are being made together, the face strip shoul(

be 2 inches wide forming a T, making a groove for the ends of tw(

doors. A nail bent in the shape of an "L." and filed flat on the botton

side is driven into the centre of the bottom of the trap door with th

bottom part of the "L" projecting toward the inside of the box. Abou
one inch above the middle of the entrance a hole is bored large enougl

to admit a No. 9 wire that is bent as shown. The top side of the ben

piece of wire upon which the nail of the trap door rests is also filec

flat, and the trap is set by placing the "L" shaped nail of the trap doo

on the wire as illustrated. The wire hang.< on the inside of the nex

box as shown. The hen in passing through the entrance on either sid

of the wire moves it enough to release the trap door and lock hersel

in. The length of this nest may be from 16 to 20 inches.

The Maine Trap Nest.—This trap nest hns been used with satis

faction at a number of poultry stations. It is very simple, inexpensive

easy to attend and certain in its action.

It is a box-like structure, 28 inches long, 13 inches wide, and t
inches deep, inside measurements. Fig. 26 shows the frame work an(

general plan of the nest, while Fig. 27 shows the trap set ready fo

use. A division board with a circular opening 7 ]-2 inches in diamete

is placed across the box, 12 inches from the rear and 15 inches fron

the front. The rear section is the nest proper. Instead of a tight doo
at the entrance, a light frame of I by 1 1-2 inch stuff is covered witl

wire netting of a 1 inch mesh. The door is 10 inches square and doe
not fill the entire entrance, a space of two inches being left at th

bottom and one inch at the top with a good margin at each side to avoi<

friction. It is hinged at the top and swings into the box. The hinge

are placed on the front of the top of the door rather than at the centr

or rear, the better to secure complete closinj action. The trap consist

of one piece of stiff wire about three-sixteenths of an inch in diamete
and 22 inches long. This piece of wire is shaped so that a sectiou o
it, 11 inches long, rests directly across the circular opening in th

division board and is held in place by two clamps, one on either side o
the circular opening. The clamps fit loosely and the slots are Ion

enough to allow the wire to work up and down about six inches, withou
much friction. The next section of wire is 8 inches long, and is ber

so that it is at right angles with the 11 inch section and passes alon
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Frame Wokk of tub Maink Trap Nkst.

I

the side of the box 1 1 inches above the floor toward the entrance door,

and is fastened strongly to the wail by staples, but yet loosely enough
that the wire can roll easily. The remaining section of the wire, which
is three inches long, is bent toward the centre of the box. with ar

upward inclination, so that it supports the door when the latter is oper..

The end of the wire is turned over smoothlv forming a notch into which
the door may slip when opened.

As the hen passes under the open door and then through the

circular opening to the nest, she raises herself so that her keel may pass
over the lower part of the division board. In doing so her back [cresses

against the horizontal wire and lifts it enough that the end supporting

the door slides from under it. The door swings down and passes a
wire spring (near the bottom of the box at the entrance), which locks

it and prevents the hen from escaping and the others from entering. A
strong button can be attached to the centre of the box at the bottom
of the outside to hold the door in position' when closed. By turning the
button the door can then be swung outward to release the bird.

While the trap nests herewith illustrated are simple in construction,

there are many other style: that are equally effective. There are many
traps in use to-day of local invention and no difficulty should be exper-
ienced in inventing some simple device that will prove satisfactory.

Visiting thk Trap Nests.—It is advisable to visit the traps three
or four times daily to release the birds that have laid. These visits
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Fig. 87.—Maine Trap Nest Set Ready For Use.

2377-* 0=

Fig. 28.—A Home-Made Trap Nesi of Simple Design.
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can usually be timed to occur when feeding or watering the birds. In

the winter time it is necessary to gather the eggs often owing to the

danger of their being frosted if allowed to remain too long in the nests.

Objection to Trap Nests.—Objection is sometimes taken to the

use of trap nests owing to the necessity of visiting the pens several

times each day. It is, however, unnecessary to continue the trapping

throughout the year as the winter months ar'^ nfvi-^nt to give the

poultryman a general idea as to which are . best byes and at this

season of the year most poultrymen have conii'lerable 'ci.ure time

that might be profitably spent in the hen hi liie if his hens ire giving

satisfactory laying returns.

ALBERTA EGG RECORDS.

As an illustration of trap nest work the record of a pen of Buff

Orpingtons at the Provincial Poultry Station for the winter months
is herewith given. This record for four winter months is no doubt

better than the average returns from the poultry of the provinc', but

it shows what can be done when attention is given to the matter of f^^ed.

The eggs from which these pullets wer** hatched were purchased irom
different Orpington breeders throughout the province and may reason-

ably be considered representative of the poultry in Alberta.

It will be noticed in the record for the month of January that no
two hens laid the same number of eggs and that the number ranged
from 2 to 17 eggs. It will also be noted that the temperature of the

pen dropped very low at times, giving a range from 28 degrees above
zero to 18 degrees below zero, and that during the month at no time
was the temperature above freezing point. The conclusion to be drawn
is that when a record of this kind is made from birds where no parti-

cular attention was paid to develop laying strains, a much greater num-
ber of eggs could be produced during the winter months if more at-

tention were given to breeding, and to feeding for egg production.

During the four winter months the records of the various hens
varied to as great an extent as during the month of January, i.e., from
5 to 61 eggs. It will also be, noted that the pullets that laid during
January laid the most eggs during the test. While the records of a few
of these birds may be considered fairly good and much above the
average in Alberta, it is far from what is possible.

Reference to the Dominion census of 1901 shows that the average
number of eggs laid per hen during the year was 90, while the average
in Alberta was but 40. That we are far from securing the best results

possible may be understood by referring to an egg record made at

Hawkesbury Agricultural College, New South Wales, where a pen of
Black Orpington hens averaged 243 eggs during the year. This is an
exceptionally good pen record. A press report of the 1909 session
of the American Poultry Association at Niagara Falls shows that new
individual records have been esUblished in that a Barred Rock hen is

reported as laying 286 eggs in one year. This is followed by a White
Leghorn with 279 to her credit.
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While it may be the work of a lifetime to produce such layers
as these it is a certainty that if more attention were given to the little

details the average poultryman will be abundantly repaid in egg supply.
In poultry raising it is the attention to deUils apparently insignificant
which plays an important part in filling the egg basket

EGG RECORD.

Provincial Poultky Station at Edmonton, Alta.

F'en No. 7. Breed, Buff Orpingtons. Month, January, 1909.

Hen
No. 672 18 67 18 2 8 24 46 47 8 14 20 22 298 Tta

|Temp. of
1 Pen.

Date
1

"'

1

1 1
.1 r 18.

-

T 1 1 8 W
3 1

r —
1

10a
4

1
8b

5 1 16b
6 1 1 1 1 7 8b
7 1 1 1 1 1

1"

- 5 - 18b
8

T
1 1

1 1

1

4b
9 T TT

1 8b
10 1 * 1 1 10 4a
11 1 1 I 1 10a
12 1 ~

>
1 1 —

J

1
j_

5

3

6a
IS

1

"1
1

14

r r
1 » 16b

16
1 1

1""
4

16 1
1
1

1
1 1 6

3

8

la
17 1 1

1
1 _^ ["~12a

18 1

1

1
1 16a

19
1

1 84a
20 1

1
1 1 1 20a

21 1 1 1 S2a
22 1 1 I6a
2S

ib
24 1 1 6a
26 1 10a
26 1

20a
27 1 1 i8a
28 1 16a
29 1

1
1 1

1 1
1 8a

80 1

1
1

1

1

Ua
81 1 1 1

1 1
1

1

110T'to 16 6 1 2
1

16 4 9 B lis 1 7 1 4 7
1 6

j
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VI.—HATCHING
Sbibcting the Brbedeks.—During the winter months it may have

been necessary to have undesirable birds in the pens with the breeding
stock, but on the approach of the breeding season the flock should
be separated, discarding all but those having the requirements that it
is desired to perpetuate in the flr:k.

Separate the Males From the Females.—Male birds should
never be allowed to run with the hens at any time oth;. than the time
necessary to secure eggs fo. hatching. The cockerels should be separated
from the pullets during the early fall and those selected to head the
pens should have separate winter quarters and be given special attention
to keep them in good condition.

Housing the Male Birds in Winter.—Special attention should
be given to the housing of the male birds. Having larger combs than
the feniales they require warmer quarters. While a bird whose comb
has been frozen during the winter may be a good breeder the chances
of securmg good stock from such bird are greater when he has not
had to suffer the experience of a frozen comb.

Care op the Breeding Stock.—While the poultry keeper should
exercise the greatest care over his flock in the matter of housing and
feeding during the breeding season, the same should apply to birds
intended for breeders right from the time they are hatched until they
are a year old. At this age they should be fully matured and capable
of produang eggs suitable for hatching purposes if cared for and fed
as recommended elsewhere in this bulletin.

Mating the Pe^s.—The pens should not be mated until ten days
or two weeks before the eggs are required for hatching. It is strongly
recommended by some breeders that two male birds be kept for each
pen and that they be placed in the pens on alternate days, a suiuble coop
being constructed ii. «-' pen in which to keep the bird not in use. It
IS further contended oy many breeders that a greater percentage of
fertile eggs can be secured when a comparatively few females are
mated with a male.

Gathering the Eggs.—The eggs should be gathered as often as
necessary to insure them from heing chilled in the early season and
later against undesirable odours and heat. It has been found that 70
degrees of heat will start the gem to incubate. This more or less
senously affects the eggs for hatching.

Keeping Eggs for .Incubation.—The better way is to gather
the eggs while still warm and place them in a dry and well-ventilate''
room where the temperature stands at about 60 degrees. The operator
will find that he will have a more uniform hatch if the eggs saved are
not more than from three to five days old. In this connection it is well
to remember that after the formation of an egg is completed it remainsm the hen s ^body from twelve to eighteen hours before being laid and
that during this period incubation is in progress. Incubation is therefore
retarded from the time the egg is laid until it again comes under incu-
bation heat, the germ gradually becomes weaker.
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SXLKCTiNC Eccs F0£ Incubatiom.—In securing egfs for incuba-

tion, care should be taken to select only those of the colour characteristic

of the breed to which they belong. Double yoUced, mis-shaped and
generally deformed e|^ should be discarded. Thin shelled eggs, or

those with a mottled appearance should also be discarded.

Fig. 29.—^TgsTiNC Eggs.

Natural Incubation.—While the incubator is recommended as

being the most practical system of incubation, there will always be many
farmers and others with small flocks who for lack of capital or a desire

to pay special attention to their poultry prefer natural incubation. It

is the good old-fashioned way and most excellent results can be ob-

tained with practically no expense.

When setting a hen she should be well dusted with some louse killing

powder to ensure her being free from vermin. This should be done
a couple of times before the eggs are placed under her. During the

incubation the hen should be fed a sufficient quantity of clean wholesome
food and plenty of drinking water.

The eggs should be tested the seventh day in the same way as

thos^ in incubators, removing the infertile and those in which dead
^erms appear. If a number of hens are set at the same time the fertile

eggs, after testing, can be rearranged under the hens necessary to cover
them and the remainder of the hens reset. At the end of the second
week of incubation it might be well to again give the hen a light dusting
of insect powder to insure her being free from lice when the chicks

hatch. The nests should be examined every day to see that they are in

good condition 'Uid remove any eggs that may be broken, if the nests

have become foul, the straw or other material used shoul be replaced.

The eggs should again be tested on the 14th or 16th day removing
any in which the chicks have died. After the 19th day food should be
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withhdd from the hen m the chicks begin to pip on the 20th day and
the hen will not l'kel> want to leave the nest at this time ; besides, it is

desiraUe that she should not.

With the natural as with the artificial incubation it is well to allow
the chicks to remain quietly in the nest for from 24 to 36 hours, when
both hen and chicks may be fed.

The food for chicks in rearing with the hen may be of the same na-
ture and fed in the same way as that recommended in artificial rearing.

If weather conditions are favourable the hen and her brood may be placed
in an outdoor coop such as shown in Fig. 43 and the chicks confined
to a limited range until they become familiar with the coop and sur-
roundings, when, if desired, both hen and chicks may be allowed freedom
of range.

AsTiFiciAi, iNCtJBATiON.—More chicks can be hatched at one time
by means of the incubator, and, for a given number of eggs, the incuba-
tor requires much less attention than does the necessary number of
hatching hens.

Pullets required for winter laying should be hatched during the
months of April and May, thus the incubator becomes a necessity, as
often the poultry keqwr is unable to secure the requisite number of
broody hens at this season.

The incubator is a necessity because under advanced methods of
poultry farming the poultryman requires to renew his flock each year.
Thus the man with a hundred hens would require to hatch each year
300 chickens because a reasonably large percentage of the chickens will

be cockerels and of the remaining pullets a number will not possess the
characteristics of good layers. These with the cockerels should be
crate fed at a suitable age and marketed. In attempting to hatch 300
chickens by natural means, the poultry farmer would find the task too
great because he would be unable to secure a sufficient number of
broody hens at the proper time to successfully hatch this number.

To attempt to replenish a large flock yearly by natural incubation
is not to be considered and will prove unprofitable from the fact that the
hens should be laying for the three weeks occupied in incubation. Then,
too, by setting eggs laid by hens of a broody strain, you are building up
broody rather than laying strains.

Selecting an Incubator.—In buying an incubator the purchaser
should first consider the size of machine that is suitable to accomplish
the work necessary for the flock kept Incubators are manufactured in
sizes ranging from 60 to 360 egg capacity.

There arc many makes of incubators on the market to-day that
are giving satisfactory hatches. When they fail the difficulty can
usually be traced to some deficiency in the flock, such as inbreeding,
breeding from immature stock, disease, unsanitary quarters or the care
of die eggs and the handling of the incubator.

Location of Incubator.—Tht incubator should be operated in a well
ventilated room, preferably one that is unheated and affected as little

as possible by foreign heat A well-ventilated cellar or an ordinary

1
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living room is satisfactory. Care, however, should be taken that the

positi'm of the incubator is such that it will not come directly in the line

of any draft, nor where the rays of the sun can fall on it

Setting the Machine Up.—Most manufacturers of incubators send

out illustrated directions with each machine for putting it together, and

any one of average intelligence should find no difficulty in setting the

machine up ready for operation. Care should be taken to have it stand

on a fkx}r or foundation that has little or no vibration. The incubator

should also be perfectly level as determined by a spirit level.

Disinfect the Incubator.—The incub?/ >r should be disinfected after

each hatch or immediately before placing the eggs in the machine. A
suitable solution for this purpose may be made by mixing one part

creolin with ten parts water. The interior of the incubator, including

the egg trays, should be thoroughly washed with this solution and the

eggs placed in the machine at once.

Operating an Incubator.—Before starting an incubator the opera*

tor should study carefully the directions sent out by the manufacturer

and follow them as closely as possible. After the operator has become

familiar with the management and has nm the machine for two or

three days, the eggs may be placed in position and incubation started.

From the second until the 19th day the eggs should be removed from

the incubator and turned every twelve hours. They should be inter-

changed at each turning,—^the eggs in the middle of the egg-chamber

being moved to the outside, that any variation in the temperature of

the qig-chamber be equally distributed to all the eggs.

If the thermometer is supended in the machine on a level with

the eggs, the incubator should be operated at a temperature of about

102 degrees until the tenth day, and at 103 degrees from the tenth

until the eggs begin to hatch, and during the hatching time at a tempera-

Fig. 30.—CootiNG THE Fogs by Touch Rather Than Time.



ture of from 104 degrees to 106 degrees. Where brge hatches have

been obtained, the thermometer has sometimes registered during the

last stage as high as 107 degrees.

Cooling the eggs may be commenced on the fourth or fifth day.

The length of time during which the eggs are to be cooled depends
largely on the temperature of the incubating room. In the early part

of the season when the weather is cool, five or ten minutes may be

sufficient Later, if the weather is warm, the eggi may be cooled for a

longer period until the seventeenth day when the cooling should cease.

The turning of the eggs may continue until the chicks begin to pip.

Vemilation is required to supply fresh air for the chicks in the

machine and co remove the carbon dioxide given off by the chides during
incubation. With those machines that force fresh, warm air through

the egg chamber, more air will be forced when it is operated in a cool

room than in a warm room. The quantity of air forced through the

machine in a coof room is usually sufficient to remove the carbon

dioxide from the egg-eiiafflber and little ventilation other than the cool-

ing will be required. Wb«ai the incubator is operated in a warm room,
the amount ol imh air utemmry to maintain the temperature of the

machine is limltil In wans weather the lamp of the incubator can
ohn be removed ior several hours at a time. Under these conditions

abundsMcc of fresh air should be tupfiiitd to the incubating room or

the vitafiCy of the taatdi wiM be deteriorated as a result.

While moisture i< sawftimes recommoided, it is generally conceded
that it is not necessary i0 tke hatching of eggs, other than those of the

water fowl. When the madiiin is running tmder warm, dry conditicms

the ventilators should not be of>ened as there will be too great an evap-
oratioii from the eggs.

In operating incubators many persons pay particular attention to

the size of the air cell, attempting to r«|^ate the hatch by manipulating
die ventilators. Often the operator attributes an unsatisfactory hatch
to the fact that the air cdl was either too large or too small. In the

writer's opinion it is ludcM to attempt to secure a good hatch by en-

brgkw or reducing die Mce of the air cell, as t^ air cell is caused by
tht idkmen being ^Mortod by fke diick during incubation. The size

of the wf cell is ryihrted by the amount of heat. When a strong heat

ft aypUed Hkg chick davdops rapidly, increasing the size of the air cell,

w»c a less amount of htat retards the absorbing of albumen by the

chick and at the tame time the devek^jracat of the air ceB.

The person who tf»nnt Hw incubator shouM do so in a system-
atic way, and at staM iatervil* A certain hour should be chosen
for turning the ^|ys, aatf rttending' !«^ lanq», dius avoiding mistakes
and neglects Axt ban sometimes occmrmd to dM detriment of the hatch.

Ttttmg the Egg*.—M eggs that are mttrrpAng incubctfion should

be examined at least tmce Mr means of a testsr. The first test should

be made at about the sevcM dbjr. An t§g tmtm uaually acamipames
an incubator but to Hwse wlio mtf aot have oat Fig. 31 illustrates a

limfie home made tester 12 inchw »pare and 18 indws high. A couple

of half-inch holes nuy be bored near 4»e bottom of each side of the
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Fig. SI.—Horn Mads Ecc Tmst.

box for the puipoM of -'ipptying air to the \uup. On top of the box

a 8-inch hole should
'

to allow for the escape of the fumes of

the hunp. On iJie front ».«ie of the box and on a level with the fbune

of the lamp a 3-inch hcde also should be cut Over this hole a piece

of felt or heavy cloth is tacked. A small oval hole is cut in the felt

against which die egg is laid.

In order to use the teater, it should be placed over a lamp in a dark

room and the egg held against the hole in the felt. In this way the

contents of the egg can be readily seen. In a room that is not too cold,

the egg-tray and eggs may be removed from the incubator, and the

cooling conducted while the eggs are being tested.

Fig. 32.

—

Diagram op rut Circulation of the Yolk-Sack at thi
End of the Third Day of Incubation.

From the seventh to the ninth days the fertile eggs with live germs

will have a dark spot, the germ, in the larger end with the veins radiat-



iaf from it, maldiif a •pider-Uke appearuicc, u showa ia Pig. M.
ThtM cot sbottld be replaced in the machine, and thoM ckar or infertile

removed. Bn> thowinf a red ring, or eggs showing a dark q>ot without
blood vesadi, or clouded eggs, should also be removed. Testing
should take pUce the sixteenth to eighteenth day. At this stage of
incubation a live chick will darken all the egg with the exception of
the air-cell. If the egg is closely watched a movement of the chick
can often be detected. The operator will in a short time be able to
detect dead germs that in his first experience in testing he would have
been doubtful of.

Fig. 33.—Chick at Fifth Day op Incubation, Showing ALtANTois,
oa Timpokaky Lung Thi. \ ;h Which thk Chick

Brsathis Djk '
<.. Incubation.

Taking off the Hatch.—Before finally closing the machine prepara-
tory for the parting of the chicks from the shell, it is well to pUce
a piece of factory cotton or some other cloth in the bottom of the
incubator, so that when the hatch is over, the cloth may be removed
trom the iiiachine. In this way the ej» chamber may be kept clean
and free from foul odours that accumulate during the hatching process.

It is of the utmost importance that the temperature of the machine
and the egg chamber should remain constant during the final stage.
After about the nineteenth day the door should not be opened under any
circumstances until the hatch is off. The opening of the door allows
the air to enter the machine, resulting in a rapid evaporation of the
moisture in the incubator, and a- a result many chicks just pipped will
stick in the shell. All ventihitors should also be closed at this period.
It is better to sacrifice a few chicks that appear to be in distress rather
than to sacrifice many others by opening the door.

Under normal conditions, by the end of the twenty-first day, the
•Jiicks will all be hatched that are worthy of consideration. The trays
of unhatched eggs and the shells should then be removed from the
incubator.

The chicks should not be removed from the incubator for at
least 36 hours after hatching. After the hatch is over and the trays
and shells removed, the ventilators should be opened, and abundance
of fresh air supplied while the chicks are still in the incubator.
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Fig. 34.—Seventh Day, Shuwi.nc .-\llantois Mork DtvuoftD.

Fig. .15.

—

Final, Stack or Inciuation—.Xusokbi.vc. the Yolk-sacic

Fig. ."Ifi.—Chick Re\dy to Break the SHEtL.



When U)t chidu «r« twmaty-ioux houn Qld|,a handful of chick
ffnt may be kattcrad on 4W mvpNy lloq^df t^ibcttbator. Twelve
hours Uter, Um (irat t^ii^j U ifitm HHm b tlMl|m way.

During iM tiiiie tha chidca wpaiik b the bettor, the operator
should tec thkt hii t>roodtr U b workfaw order and heated to about 90
legreei prapanlocy to na^vfiig-lka flifab.

h 1^

Va-^bODINC AND REAWNC,
For broodbg and rearing chidu the comMncd brooder and colony

coop is reconuncnded. It will be found more efBdent and less expen-
sive than usiof outdoor broodera and coofM. Three raitable styles are
herewith submitted.

Baooott Houata.—TA* "A" Skaptd StyU.—Tht floor space of the
house is « feet by 8 feet. Under the floor, about 18 inches from the
outer edges are pUced runners, which may be made of e by 4 inch
scantling bevelled at the front ends as shown in the illustration. A hole
is bored in both tcantlingi at the bevdled ends whereby clevises and
chain may be attached to move the brooder house from place to place.
On the outer edges of the floor scMtlbf is nailed to which the rafters
2 by 8 inches and 8 feet long are attached. The shiplap is nailed to the
rafters as shown b Pig. 40.

Fig. ST.—"A" Shaped Broodkk
House and Cowny Coop.

/'
t\

/ \
#...,.. uL, 1J ^
£"- "C^"

^^TT^. I

Fig. 88.—FaoNT View op "A"
Shaped Bkoodek House and
C<M.ONY Coop, Showing Win-
dow HtNCtt) to Top and Smai.l
Dock torn Chicks.

Fig. 37 shows how the front of the house is finished. The window
IS hinged at the top and a small door underneath for the chicks' en-
trance completes it. Fig. 39 shows a laige entrance door in the rear.
1 he general plan of this house is so simple that anyone cm follow the
Idea and make it of any size desired, usmg other material as found
necessary.
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Fig. 40.

—

Showing Junction or

RAPTta AND Scantling as Wiu.

Fif. 89.-REA. Viiw OP "A" *• Method OP Putting on Shif-

Shaped Bmoodmm Houtt and Col- ^'' °" S««>"*c on A Sbapo

ony Coop Showing Entrance ^»««'" "°"« °' ^"»*^ ^'-

An 8-inch circular hole should be cut near the roof in front and

rear ends of the colony coop to allow for circulation of air and venti-

lation.

Advantages of Brooder House.—The brooder house and colony

coop has the advantage of the out-door brooder in cold, rough, stormy

or rainy weather as when these conditions prevail the attendant can enter

the brooder house and attend to the lamps and chicks without any

inconvenience. The chicks have ample room in the house for weeks if

necessary. When the chicks are old enough not to require artificial heat

the brooder can be removed, the chicks remaining in the same house

throughout the season.

Fig. 41.—SmPLS Colony Coop, 6 ft. Long
8 PT. wmi, H rt. HIGH IN Fkont, and

2i Ft. BICB AT THK SSAK.

Where the outdoor brooder is used and the chicks do not require

artificial heat, they should be removed to a colony coop as previously

described, or a col<my coop, as shown in Fig. 41. The dimensions of
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!f Fig. 42.—Shantv Broodkr Houses in Which the First Experi-
MKNTs m Cold Houses and Curtain Fronts Were Mad«.

this coop are C ft. long. .{ ft. wide. .J 1-2 ft. high at front and 2 1-3 ft
high at rear. A window or wire screen should he placed in the front for
light and ventilation. An opening (! by 8 inches should be made for
the chicks. A door can be made in the front as a means of entrance
although It is preferable to hinge the top and use it as a door.

The Shanty Style.—hi constructing brooder house as shown in »?ig
42, the floor is made the same as for the "A" shaped brooder house
t.e., 6 ft. by 8 ft. with runners beneath. The rear studding is 4 ft. and
front 5 ft. (! inches. A stud may be placed in the center of the end op-
posite the door and 2 ft. ti inches from the front in the end where the
door IS. This door can be made 4 ft. 6 inches high. The studding and
rafters can be of 2 by 2 material using four pieces af rafters The
house may be sided up with shiplap or drop siding as preferred and
shingles or roofing paper used for the roof. As shown in the illustration
the frame work of the window is covered with factory cotton and

A.. I: Fig. 43.—Cooi> For Hen Asu nR(K)D.



hinged at the top. This has provr^d most satisfactory, as it supplies fresh
air to the chicks without causinj? a draft. A small door 6 by 8 inches
should be made at the front of the house to allow the chicks t(i pass
in and out. This style of house can be constructed as cheaply as the
"A" shaped house, and has a much larger interior space. \\'hile it is

designed as a brooder house it can be used as a house for fattening. It
can also be used as a colony house for breeding stock, and although it is

a cold house pullets housed in them at the Provincial Poultry Station
laid during the winter.

The Broorf.-r.—Fig. 45 gives a general view of the indoor brooder
recommended for the "A" style of house. The brooder bo.\ should
be 30 by 3(5 by 10 inches which gives a capacity for 60 chicks. The
brooder should stand on legs 8 or 10 inches from the floor.

The heater made of tin or galvanized iron, consists of a circular
drum 20 inches across and 2 inches in thickness. Within this drum
is a shield or cone the shape of an inverted umbrella, attached to the
upper portion of the heater by strips of tin and rivets. The centre of
the cone, as shown by dotted lines in Fig. 45 should be about one-half
inch above the bottom of the heater drum, and centred directly over
the hole through which the heat is supplied by the lamp. The escape
pipe, 1 inch in diameter, is in the centre of the upper side of the drum,
and of sufficient length to reach above the door at the top of the brooder.
A pipe carrying the heat direct from the lamp to the heater is con-
structed as shown in Fig. 45. This pipe may be 3 inches in diameter
from the lamp to the elbow and tapering to two inches where it becomes
attached to the heater drum. As a means of supplying fresh warm

Fig. 44.—Anothkr Stvle of Broodkr Hoise KxTENstvKi.v Used at
THE Provinciai. Station.
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Fig. 46.

—

Genekal View of Indoor Brooder for "A" Shaped Brood-
XK House and Colony Coop.

Fig. 46.—Showing Position of Hover and Heater in the Broodks



m
air to the interior of the brooder, a second t>ipe is made surrounding
the inner one, being 6 inches in diameter from the lamp to the elbow
and from the elbow to within a or 4 inches of the centre of the heater
drum, reduced to 3 inches. This outer pipe can be held in position by
being riveted to the inner one. The lamp is then placed under the
pipe at the rear of the brooder, as shown in Fig. 46. The chimney
should extend an inch into the pipe to insure the heat from the lamp
being carried through the heater and radiated to the chickens The
base of the lamp should be set on a board of suitoble thickness to allow
the chimney to enter properly into the beating pipe.

RemoytHg the Chicks to the Brooder.—In removing the chicks
from the incubator to the brooder the operator should be very careful
that coming from a high temperature they do not in any. way become
chilled in transmission. Very often serious results have followed the
thoughtless and careless way in which some poultry men undertake to
remove their chicks, as the slightest chill at this stage is apt to seriously
affect ttie internal organs, and to a great .xtent destroy the vitality
either for tu production or for the fattening crate.

When chides are placed in the brooder, care should )je taken to
see that they all go under the hover and are allowed to remain there
quietly for an hour or two until they understand that th« (lover is the
source of their heat supply.

While the thermometer may at first be used to register the heat
of the brooder, the attendant will in short time become familiar with
the necessary temperature by placing the^hand under the hover.

The attendaut should observe the actions of the chicks. If they
crowd together under the hover it is an indication that the brooder
IS not supplying sufficient heat, and therefore Ukdy to car • serious
trouble On the other hand if the chicks are crowding totne comers
it may be understood that the brooder is too hot and in need of ventila-
non. <

The First Feed.—Tht chicks may now be given their first feed by
scattering it on the floor, and usuaUy they are attracted by the falling
tood After they have eaten a sufficient quantity they should again be
placed under the hover.

For the first few days the food may consist of oatmeal, either rolled
or cracked stale bread crumbs, cracked wheat, or any of the reliable
prepared chick foods now on the market. Care should be taken that

before th'eiT''*
*

*'
'"^^'^ °^ ^''''"'' *^"*' **''"" ""'^ ^'' "constantly

Water.—¥oT a drinking vessel an old tomato can may be used,
t^unch a 3-8 inch hole on one side about an ich from the open endA saucer m the form of a pan an inch and a half deep and an inch and a
half wider than the can, may be taken and the combination worked
as an automatic fountain by first filling the can and placing the saucer
on top and then inverting both.
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On the second day the chicks may be allowed out in the brooder
run for a short time and then fed within the brooder by way of teachmg
them to return to the hover. By doing this a few times they will soon
understand where to find the hover when they are wanting heat. Just
as soon as the chicks know when and how to return to the hover they
should be allowed in the outdoor run, if the weather conditions are
favourable, as outdoor air is conducive to health and vigour.

The Range.—The most successful way of rearing 'is to confine the
chicks to the run with 10 inch boards set on edge, and as soon as they
have developed enough to fly over this board they should be allowed
free range. When the colony coops (Fig. 61) are placed a few rods
apart, hundreds of chickens can be reared in this way and almost invar-
iably each brood will return from the range to its own brooder house.

The brooder houses herewith illustrated make a serviceable colony
coop when the brooder is removed. The chicks can remain in these
houses till ready for the fattening crate or winter quarters.

m

Fig. 47.—Shade Necessary—The Chicks Enjoy a Coot, Sh/Vdv Spot

Shade.—It is important that chicks should have abundance of shade
during the summer weather. They have been known to die by hundreds
from apparently unaccountable causes, when as a matter of fact it was
due to the excessive heat of the sun. If [)ossible the runs should be
among trees or bushes, an. in the sbsence of these, artificial shade
should be employed.

As soon as the chicks have been allowed free range, the grains
should be similar to those fe;I to grown fowl.



I^Y FejCDiNG AND HopPEK Syswiis.—DuHng recent years a sy*-
ton of dry feeding for young chicks has been introduced by advanced
poultry fanners, and it has proved most successful. In this system, the
chicks rweive nothing but dry food throughout the growing period.
For the first week or ten days the prepared chick foods are fed; after
which cracked wheat and other grains are used for a few w^eks. When
the chicks are two months old the ground or cracked grains may be
gradually discontmued, and when three months old whole grain may
k ;!u "u.^?'^'..

^ connection with dry feeding, care must be taken
that the chicks have a constant supply of fresh drinking water.

-Ef^
Fig. 48.—Self-Feeping Hoppbl

u 'i//^/''"^,.
"oPP'^—'Ory feeding allows the introduction of

the self-feeding hopper, which has proved to be very successful in
rearing chicks as weU as a great labour-saving device. The self-feeding
hopper, Fig. 48, may be constructed of any desirable size and in such amanner tlut the grain or meal falls into the feeding trough as it is
devoured by the chicks. The hopper is made of half-inch lumber of
the following dimensions: 6 ins. wide, 36 ins. long and 18 ins. high.

A hopper this size contains about a bushel of feed and may be
placed in the brooder house. Hopper feeding is a great labour saver
as by this system the birds instead of being fed two or three times aday have a continuous supply before them. The hoppers require re-
filling once every two or three weeks depending on the size of the
hopper and the number of chicks in the run.

Under this system of feeding, chicks have averaged 8 oz. at one
month old, 18 oz. at two months old, ind 3 1-2 lbs. at three months old.
1 his means that at three months it is possible to produce chickens of a
weight suitable for the fattening crate.

With trap nest selection and this system of hopper feeding thew .ter produced pullets that commenced to lay when three months and
three weeks old.
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CM Brooder.—^During the put year or so the cold brooder system
oi rearing has received considerable attention by various poultry breed-
ers in the province. This system is highly spoken of as being satisfac-

tory in every respect The principle upon which the cold brooder is

operated is that a limited number of chicks are placed in a small box,
such as an ordinary soap box, in the bottom of whic his placed chaff,

sh^>ed like an ordinary hen's nest. Above the chicks is placed a frame
covered with cotton batten or other cloth capable of retaining heat.

This covering is allowed to sag sufficiently to follow the shape of the
nest and in such a way that it covers the backs of the chicks.. In this

way the chicks generate their own heat, which is retained within the
box or brooder. Care, however, must be taken that the chicks are
supplied with sufficient fresh air. The ventilation of the brooder should
be so arranged that it does not prevent the retaining of the necessary
heat When this system of rearing is followed it is well to place the
brooder in a reasonably warm building until the operator becomes fami-
liar fl^ith the system and the conditions under which the brooder can
be successfully operat<'J.

!
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Fig. 49.

—

Design of Cold Brooder Used at Provincial Poultry
Station.

The cold brooders used in connection with the Provincial Poultry
Station are 18 inches by 20 inches and 8 inches deep. In front of the
brooder is a door 4 by 6 inches, and on each side of the brooder, 2 1-8
inches from the bottom and at equal distances apart three one-inch
holes were bored for ventiUtion. Two mches below the top of the box
and CO the nme side m the auger holes a strip 1 inch by 8 inches is
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Fig. 60.—PioTBcT You« PtoULTiY With Good Fbwcinc.
cut out and the opening covered with cotton. The top of the box con-
sisted of a light wooden frame covered with cotton v^ is ba^dor
sagged to take the sh<pe of the nest Over this is placed threeo? four
hicknesses of batten, the number depending on the weather, the bot-tom of the brooder was filled with chaff to within 2 1-8 inches from the
cotton the object being to have space only for one chick deep to preventUiem from crowding on top of each other. To further prevent crowding
the chicks are separated by three or four strips of cloth fastened to
the cotton as shown m Fig. 49. These strips should be put in so thatthey run lengthwise, t.e.. the 20-inch way of the brooder. About forty
chick, went placed m each brooder and kept there for two or thS
r.f^ „i'

)!/'*", ^''•y "f^' too large for this brooder, they were divided

^, -r?nf '

M -"T'
^'°°^^ °^ *^* ""' P«"«™- These larger brood-

ers are placed m the regular colony brooder houses.

Fig. 51.—Rearing Chickens Near Edmonton.
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Fig. 52.—A Corner op thb Cold Browks Abovs the Ikcubator Room
AT THE PROVINCIAI, POULTRY STATION, EdMONTON.

The chicks taken from the incubator are placed in these runs where
they get sunlight and heat through the windows. When room is re-

quired for yoimger chicks these are transferred to similar runs at -the

rear, where they are kept a few days before placing in the colony bosses
illustrated on pages 46, 47, 48 and 49. The runs are detachable that the
floors may be easily cleaned. Ventilation is secured by the windows-
hinged at the bottom and protected at the sides with cotton to prevent
a direct drarght on the chicks.
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VIII. FATTENING
A V ijit to almost any store handlinf poultry wiU demonstrate thata large amount of the dressed poultry offe«d for ide ifj^ ^^^^^^^

IS small but through .gnorance of the best method of fatteniS anddressmg birds. The fact is that in but few cases have the Sds ^feit^any particular attention in the way of preparing them for market Oi

Zt^^r" " ^'^ demonstrated thiTpodtry should bJsSciaSyfattened in much the same way as beef mutton or pork, in order to

^^:V^'^:'
results. It is just a, reasonable trco;fine jJSt^

I^n^ ^'"*- 't"T* " *! '*'»"• "•"»'•• The simplest mettod ofdoing this IS by the crate feeding system outlined below, but many afarmer can obtain improved results, if the birds intended for saHereonly confined m a suitable shed with clean floor, good ventilat^ wdsuch foods as would be fed were the birds being fktSd ircrat^r' The

adopt It whenever possible.
-viyimuic lo

The Crate Fmdinc System—During the past few vears the

ZI:,^' °V"^"' '.°f
'»*^''«» •«»^ intJSuced f 'om Eig!

ot fhe^^:r?/'!J''"**''
P"«^'" » ^^*'- ^^'^ 't has proved

JuX^ r^a^fe^g^'^^Jfod"^'
'-- -' '° ^- -"^' S-!'^^!;^"

Crated chickens command an increased price per pound becausethey supply a much larger percentage of meat thaTwhTlean The

!tl "
*''°,:::!^"u''"^"

^^ P»'»**W« because it is pnSu ed by th.wholesome food that is of necessity fed during the fattening periodThe confining of the birds in crates also tends To render AemuSrtissue less tough, and in properly fattened birds there should £ anahnost entire absence of such tissue.

nf nr^H.''- '''^u'T'"''' '". ^^'' ''""**^"' ^^ t^P^ ^^ bird that is capable

bfrd to nr^.. 'i^l'
•""!'' " ^ production is also the bes ^oibird to produce flesh m the fattening crate.

r.nJ"''*'" ^^t^^t'^f^^J—Fatted chickens whether prepared for the

SS^equirfm^enU:"'
~"^""^^ ^''^"'^ ~"'°™ ^ SieloLing

I. ^I!"'tT'" '.'"'* "' "" '""" *""lil b« long «n<l broaa m that
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Fig. S8.

—

Desirablk and Undesirablk Tvpk op Male Biio.

Fig. S4.

—

Hkads op Birds Shown in Fig. 53.

Fiesh.—The colour of the flesh should be white and the grain

fine, indicating that the bird has been crate fed. Finely ground oats

mixed with sour milk, skim milk or butter-milk, the ration recommend-

ed, produces this white fine-grained flesh. Feeding corn-meal instead

of oatmeal has a tendency to produce a yellow flesh which is not de-

sirable.

Bone and OfFal.—The bone should be small and the bird well fast-

ed, as the minimum of bone and oflfal are two important factors in the

best grade of marketable chickens.

Weight.—The weight of dressed fatted chickens preferred is about

four ppunds. Plump, crate-fed chickens up to the weight of five pounds
are more readily disposec of than larger ones.

The marketing of lean chickens allows but a small profit to the

producer and is decidedly unsatisfactor o the poultry dealer. It is

more unsatisfactory still to the consumer because the offal and waste

amounts to forty to sixty per cent, of the live weight, thus making it

expensive <>ating even though purchased at a low price per pound.

In recent years a large demand has sprung up for broilers and
roasters, and the poultry farmer who is producing early chickens and
catering to this trade will find it a very profitable one. The weight of

broilers runs from one aiiJ one quarter to two and a half pounds each,

and that of roasters from three to four pounds each.



«.,!, °L 1° *''* '•". chid.mi plump an.l well fleshed for the
nuricet when they are at the most profitable age, they should be plac«lm the lattenm, crate, when they are between three and four JS
fiui "u

"°^"*«"» ^y *» th«t the chickens cannot be fattened pro
fitoWy when they are more than four months old. Suiuble marketA^ckens will 8how gam, in the crate at any age. but the most profitablegams are made by birds weighing a 1-8 lbs to 4 lbs.

Construction of Fattening Crates.-.Tht fattening crates are 6 feet

crate i. divided by two tight wooden partitions into three compartmmtk|md each compartment hold, four birds. The frame pS^SHSinches wide and seven-eighth, niches thick. Thi. frame. «e Fig Mi,
Z'Ha^"^

»««t» placed lengthwise on three sideslTj^^^.'SckJtop -^nd perpendicular m front. The sUto for the botto^ are Mmch wide and 5-8 inch thick; the back, top and fi^nTSS m dM

Fig. 65.—Fattening Crate.

same width but only 3-8 of an inch thick. The spaces between the slats

trough. The bottom slats are 1 1-2 inches apart, with the exceptionof he space at the back of the crate, which is 2 1-4 inches wide. tZ
ir^^T TV

*" *'**y'' P'»"d "Pon the top of the cross pieces of the

IIIZL !f
°?'/° Pf^'"'"* ^y '"^""7 to th« chickens' feet shouldcrate be moved and placed on the ground when full of birds. The back

Sn'T ?',"^ 1'°?"^*''? ' ^-* '"^''« »P^rt. and the top slats arealso placed lengthwise 2 inches apart. Two strips should be naited

fTam'Lorw'°^wt'' T\*^' "^'^ °' '*'* division^ and hiJgS to Se
Smrfor pur^rin'^.r

"' "^ '"^'^ ^' parUtions^oors are

The crates are placed on stands 16 inches from the ground and

ma^etr'Tlie^-)??•^S^S^; ^^r °" ^^"^ °' othefro'lSil
fin!f»^/ u

* .^'^P*** *''°"»'' ^ 1-* '"^^hes inside is placed infront of each crate, and is carried on two brackets nailed to'Ihelis



Fig. 56.—DtsisAsu Typv or

Biu) nm Fattkninc C*ATg. Fig. 57.—UnoMiiablK Tyws.

of the crate. The bottmn of the trough should be 4 inches above the

bottom of the crate ir.d the upper inside edge 2 inches from the crate.

In fattening for the market it is always advisable to use the fatten-

ing crate described in this bulletin. If only a small number of chickens

are to be fattened, packing boxes of suitable dimensions can be adapted

for the purpose. The open top of the box should become the bottom

of the cnite, and one side should be removed for the front. Laths

should be nailed up and down the front and lengthwise on the bottom

to form the floor. The laths should be placed the same distance apart

as recommended in the construction of the regular fattening crate. A
boa-d should be loosened in the top of the box to remove the birds, and

a feed trough arranged in front.

In warm weather the crate should be placed outdoors in a sheltered

place.

In unsettled weather it is advisable to construct a rough board

shelter above the crate so as to shed the rain ; or the fattening should

be carried on inside a shed or bam.

During cold weather the crates should be placed in a warm build-

ing. Abundant ventilation is required at all times.

Killing Lice.—Before the birds are put into crates they should

be well dusted with sulphur, or any good louse killer, to kill any lice on

them. They should be treated again three days before they are killed.

Feather Plucking.—Birds that are fattening in crates sometimes

pluck the feathers from one another. This habit is caused by irritation

at the roots of the feathers, and results either from over-heated bkx>d

or parasites. The remedy is to remove the chickens that do the pluck-
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i!lf!u"lllr*.*'".u°*'!f"
"*°'* ** '»*"'' "' •" •»*"»' fo^ »nd vete-UWe iiwtter to the fattening ntion.

^^

If the troubk is caused by parasites, they will be found in thewhite powdery matter at the bue of the quill. A sulphur and lardointnwnt should be applied to the affected partt.

Peedimg.-U is necessary to feed the birds lightly the first few days»ey are "crates not feeding all they will consume. The food shouldbe rven twice a day. and after the birds have eaten what they requirethe bala-nce should be removed and the trough, turned over. Fresh watershould be supplied daily, and grit two or three times a week

•vaLffhl""""]'
.^"1""'^,."'^ satisfactory fattening ration is one that iapalatable and that will produce a white-coloured flesh Oat> finelyground or w.th the coarser hulls sifted out. have proved the best gra J

mo'st
":?£'"" f7'^ J°"" '>' '^"'^ ""^ »" 'he Srain mixture^ '^^^

arioTgradeTot'"
''""'"' "" *^"""'' "*'*• ''"^''-»'"'' ^^'''^

Satisfactory Mixtures of Meal

:

(1) Ground oats (coarse huUs removed).

(2) Siftings from rolled oats (no hulling dust should be included)

(3) Two parts ground oats, two parts ground buckwheat, one
part com.

(4) Equal parte of groiaid oate, ground barley and ground
buckwheat

(6) Two parts of ground barley, two parte of low grade flour
and one part of wheat bran.

miiv^'"'i!"!f'
''''.°"''l^'n«ed to a thin porridge with sour milk, skim

r.'t T5'xro'f
^""^ ''''''''

'' '-""-^ °* ™-' -^"- ^-
When sufficient skim-milk or buttermilk cannot be obtained formixmg the mashes, a quantity of meat meal, blood meal, or beef scrapsand raw vegetables should be added to the fattening ration. A ^ood

proportion is one part of the meat meal to fifteen of oatmeal.

The birds should remain in the fattening crates for a period not

and should therefore be removed from the crate and killed as sSn
as they are ready. Dunng the last week it is well to fetd a Httic beef
tellow, shaved into the trough or melted and mixed in the mashAbout one pound of tallow to 50 or 60 chickens per day is a fair
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IX.—KILLING AND MARKETING.

The methods of killing poultry are many and various. The old one

of "chopping the heads off" is perhaps the most ancient and the one

in most common use at the present day. Wringing the neck, stretching

the neck and piercing the neck are others that are in common vogue,

but all these must be set aside and give place to the cleaner, neater

and more scientific method of bleeding in the mouth. Decapitation

leaves the neck exposed and leads to early decomposition, besides the

blood is liable to be scattered on the operator and surroundings. Wring-

ing and stretching the neck allows the blood to accumulate in the neck

where it is likely to decompose and cause the flesh to spoil sooner than

it otherwise would. Bleeding the bird in the mouth removes all the

blood from the body while at the same time it leaves no unsightly wound

and gives no chance for spreading blood upon whatever the bird touches.

If the operation is performed properly all the blood is drained from

the body leaving the flesh of a white colour. If this operation is im-

properly done the outside of the bird will turn red or show blood spots.

Fasting.—The birds should be fasted for 24 hours before killing.

This prevents food remaining in the crop and intestines, which would

decompose and spoil the flavour of the meat. Several hours after the

last feed allow the birds all the water they can drink. They should

then have a complete fast until after they are killed.

Bleeding.—Secure a stout cord to the ceiling of the killmg room

and attach to the end, which should extend down as low as the oper-

ator's shoulder, a piece of iron, preferably a large burr. When ready

for killing, the birds may be suspended on this cord by simply giving the

cord one wrap around the legs, pass it over itself and allow the burr to

J

Fig. 68.—Shaping Frame.
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drop. Hung in this way it is impossible for the bird to become detached,
and it can be more readily bled while suspended.

To bleed, phce the left arm over the bird, grasp the bird by the
neck near the head, with the thumb on the throat. By a gentle pressure
of the thumb force the mouth open exposing the arteries on each side
of the mouth. With the right hand insert the knife so as to sever first

one of the arteries then the other. Next pierce the brain by passing
the knife through the roof of the mouth to%>rards the top of the head
and give ij a half turn. I?oth arteries must be severed in order to insure
complete bleeding, and complete bleeding is the only means to prevent
the flesh from turning red. The successful piercing of the brain is

characterized by a peculiar flutter throughout the body. The plucking
is much more easily done if the killing has been properly performed.

To catch the blood and save the annoyance of its being scattered
about, attach a small vessel such as a tomato can or small lard pail
to the mouth. To do this stretch a wire tightly across the top of the
icn ?.r.l .o ine middle of it attach a two inch wire hook which is to be
liooked into the mouth of the bird, altewing the pail to be thus sus-
rended below the head.

Plucking.—The plucking should commence as soon as the killing
cperation is completed. With the back of the bird towards the operator
hold the wings with one hand and pull the long feathers with the other.
Xext treat the tail in the same manner. Wit!i the thumb and forefinger
around each shank remove the feathers from the thighs by bringing
th" hands towanis the body. With both hands roll the teaihers from

Fig. 69.—Thk Shaper.
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the back, bepnning at tht uil and ioUkmrng dowm pwt the wmgs and

around to the breast, and by Xarning the bird do the same to theother

ride. With both handi form a ring of the thumbs and forefingers

around the neck at the body and strip the feathers from the neck to

within about three inches of the head. By this time the bleeding slwuld

be finished. Remove the pail from the mouth, take down the bird,

and remove the pin feathers with a blunt edged knife and the bird

is ready for the shaping frame.

Shaping.—Birds fattened for market should be propefly shaped.

This gives them a compact, plump appearance, and the returns received

are greater than when they are shipped in a rough, unprepared condi-

tion. The shaper (Fig. 69) is made by nailing two 7-8 inch by 6 inch

planed boards together at right angles, so as to form a trough. This

trough can be made 6 feet long and nailed into a frame as shown in

Fig. 58, or 12 feet long with ends on it, and placed on the top of two

barrels. The shaper should be inclined slightly backwards.

As soon as the bird is plucked, place its legs alongside the breast.

With its breast downward, force it into the angle of the shaper, cover

with paper and place a brick on the back to hold the body down and

one against it to hold it in position. Fig. 65 shows the back and breast

of a properly shaped bird. Continue the process as the other birds

are plucked, placing each in the shaper against the last, and moving

the lower brick along to hold the row in position. Care should be

exercised to shape and cool the birds in as low a temperature as pos-

sible so long as they do not freeze. The time required to cool the birds

varies with the season, but from six to twelve hours are usually suffi-

cient, r

Packing.—V/htn thoroughly cooled the birds are placed in ship-

ping cases. These are made of basswood or ^ruce with the corners

lock-jointed and they vary In size to accommodate the different weights

of birds.

Fi» 60 -—Showing the First Row of Bisds Pi^ckd in a Shipping

Cku.
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Fig. 61.

—

Shipping Case Ready for Cover.

The box should be lined with parchment paper, a sheet of 18
inches by 86 inches being placed on the bottom, another 10 by 86 inches
on each side and a third 10 by 18 inches on each end. Allow about four
inches of paper to extend over the edges of the box.

The first row of birds are laid along one side of the bottom with
backs down and heads extended across, as shown in Fig. 60. The
second row are laid with breasts down and heads extended across be-
tween the birds of the first row. Fig. 61 shows the case packed ready
for closing. Notice that in this illustration the backs of both rows of
birds are shown. This is r. method frequently followed but by placing
the birds as described above the case looks the same no matter which
side is opened. P!ace a sheet of parchment paper 18 by 26 inches over
the birds, tuck in the edges, fold the extended edges of the papers
of the side and nail down the cover.

To prevent the development of mould in warm weather dip the last
sheet of parchment paper in a 5 per cent, solution of formalin. On one
end of the shipping case should be stencilled the name and address of
the shipper, the number of birds and whether they are chickens or fowl.
When packed the box should be weighed and the net weight plainly
marked.

Fig. 62.—Crate for SuipriNC Live Polutrv.
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Maskkting Poultry.—The fo-egotng directions 'or killing and

packing poultry tipptf gcBeralfy, but there are epicures who want some-

thing special, and oftentimes it is a paying proposition to cater to their

whims. Some call for the birds alive, while others call for them not

only lolled and {ducked but drawn.

Skipping Cratt.—^Where poultry is marketed alive Pig. C£ shows
the construction of a very desirable shipping crate. It is 4 feet long, 8

feet wide and 14 inches hi|^, and made of half-inch lumber or lath in the

bottom, with the sides, ends and t(^ closed with lath three inches apart

The rmtre lath on top is made to slide so as to put in the birds. The
illustration shows that the crate has been made of woven picket fencing.

The wires are not necessary if otherwise strongly constructed. The crate

is divided into two conqiartments in onkr to prevent crowding. Each
compartment is intended to hold from IS to 15 birds.

X—WINTER EGG PRODUCTION.

Successful poultry farming is divided into two distinct industries

in two different seasons,—the sumrrier for the productiott of meat or

market poultry and the winter for the production of eggs. The questimi

of producing for the market has been dealt with in the foregoing

'Chapters. The hi^ price paid for eggs during the winter should be
.an incentive to produce the largest number possible during that season

.of the year. To secure this the winter conditions should conform as

nearly as possible to those of the summer. Under these circumstances

egg production becomes an easy attainment. When the pullet becomes
fully developed she will lay if she is of the right strain and fed the

proper ration for egg production, as eggs are the product of the surplus

food eaten.

Sklecting this Laying Stock.—The greatest care should be
exercised in selecting the birds intended for laying stock because the

pullets that are to be the winter layers will also be the breeding
stock in the hatching season.

In addition to the care that has been exercised in selecting and
mating the Ijreeding stock winter egg production is influenced very

Fig. 63.—Grit Box.
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lufdy by the care and attention given to the growing pulleU during

the snmmer moothi. Pallets for winter laying should have attained

full growth before winter sets in because after the cold weather comet

there is little opportunity for them to c(miplete their growth unleu in

the hands of a skillful feeder. Eggs from immature pullets will not

secure for the poultry keeper satisfactory results.

(NoTB.—Trap nest experiments that have come under the writer's

personal observaticMi have proved that where healthy, strong, well-

developed pullets and male birds have been used as breeders the results

in incubation have proved equally as good as those from older Urds,

and in some cases even better).

PuUets OS Ltty*rs.—Tba.t April and May hatdied pulleto are mora

prolific layers, has been fully demonstrated ^ experiments, which have

shown, as before sUted, that ten pullets lay as many eggs as seventeen

]rear-olds or as twenty-four two-year-olds.

Advantage of PulleU.—By preparing pullets for winter egg-pro-

duction the pioultty keeper not only secures a much Urger return during

the first year but also secures it in the winter seascm when the highest

prices are obtainable. It is readily seen therefore that tgga are pro-

duced during the first year at the least possible cost The profits from

hens are largely offset by the extra cost incurred in their keep (which

may be reckoned at $1 per year), and the extra number required to

secure the same results.

Type to Select.—Select <»ily tUe active, vigorous pullets of the

low-set, deep-breasted typ«, with broad well-rounded head, and bright

intelligent eye, aitd as nearly as possiUe to the requirements of the

Standard of Perfection for the breed represented. Some idea of the

desirable type may be learned from Fig. 58 and S6, and the type to

avoid by Pig. 57.

Type to Avoid.—^Avoid the long leg, the lack of symmetry, the

long flat head and dull uninterested eye. These are positive indications

that the bird is lacking in constitution and breed characteristics, all

important factors in the laying pen or the fattening crate.

Time to Select.—Pullets intended for winter laying should te

placed in their winter quarters in the early fall before the weather

has shown any material change in temperature. The pullets will thus

have sufficient time to become accustomed to their confined conditions

before they commence laying. When the change from stmimer to

winter quarters is made the pullets should receive very considerate

attention for the first few days, as the change of condition from free

range to confinement is likely to make them discontented, unless sur-

roundings and food are of a most inviting nature.

Essentials to Successpui, Protuction of Winter Eggs.—In

summer on free range the flock is able to secure sufficient exercise and

a tight ftoportioi of the diffeient kinds of food. It is necesiiary

therefiie to imitate these conditions as much as possible during the

winter months.

I



Oysttr Shell.—Tim lime of the oyiter ibell is a necestity in cgf

production. Some idea of the need of the shell supply can be obtained

from the fact that an ordinary flock of 160 bens will produce, annually

in tgg shell, 137 pounds of dear chalk. The hatnt of eSB eating is the

result of a craving for shell forming material and tmless it becomes

chronic the feeding of oyster shell will at once remedy the evil. Fig.

63 shows a handy self-feeding box for oyster shell, grit, or meat meal

whidi can be attached to the wall of the pouhry house.

Meat Supply.—When the birds are on range they are usually aUe
to secure for themselves in worms, bugs and grubs the necessary supply

of animal food. Under winter conditions the supply is limited and it

becomes necessary then to supply the meat ration in some other form.

The necessary animal food may be supplied by meat scraps from the

table, or beef heads, or liver may be fed either raw or boiled. Green

bones also become a highly desirable food when a txme grinder is used

to prepare it. Prepared meat rations are manufactured and supplied

through poultry supply houses, in the form of meat meal, blood meal

and beef scraps. These may be fed dry or mixed witii mash.

Vegetables and Green Food.—Owing to the confinement of winter

quarters, the birds are unable to obtain their supply of green or succulent

foods. This may be supplied by mangolds, turnips, cabbage, green

clover or alfalfa. The latter is strongly recommended when properly

saved and may be fed either whole or cut, raw or boiled.

Fig. 64.—PRorecTED Fred Tkough.



Skim MUk.—Slam milk (preferably well soured) and bttttermilk

have high feeding values. Skim milk should be supplied to laying hens

whenever it can be obtained at reasonable prices. Fig. 64 shows a pro-

tected trough suitable for feeding milk in winter quarters.

Water.—Plenty of pure, fresh water is indispensable for perfect

health. Laying hens especially require an abundant supply on account

of the great percentage of it in eggs,—from 64 to 66 per cent. The

drinking vessels should be placed on a shelf where they will not become

contaminated with litter.

Grains.—Tht local cost of the different varieties of grain should

determine what is to be fed. The animal food given should supply the

greater part of the protein or nitrogenous portion of the ration whether

the fowls are at liberty or confined. Other foods therefore are required

more for maintaining the heat of the fowl's body and it would not

be profitable on this accoum to purchase expensive grains. It is pre-

ferable to feed a number of grains rather than to limit the selection

to one or two kinds, as poultry like change and will thrive best on a

variety of food stuffs. Mash is not recommended except in limited

quantities, and for this ground buckwheat, ground com and ground

oats are the grains that are most preferred.

(NoTg.—The wise poultry keeper will study the wants of his flock

constantly, noting their general conditicm. He will keep the Urds in a

contented condition by supplying them with comfortable quarters at

all times).

Give them plenty of pure fresh air.

Change the food if they are not eating with their accustomed

heartiness.

Never allow them to become too poor or too fat.

Keep them free from vermin, and the drc^ boards and the roosts

clean.

Remove a bird out of condition to quiet quarters where it will not

be worried, and treat is as required for its special case.

At once detect in the flock any defect and immediately take steps

to remedy it

Marketing Eggs.—Keeping hens for summer egg production is

antiquated. According to present advanced methods in poultry raising

chickens are hatched in the spring, the hens are fattened and killed in

June or July and the spring hatcheid pullets lay throughout the autumn,

winter and spring months. In this way the eggs are produced at a time

when they command the highest price owing to the limited supply at

dut season of the year, and the advanced poultryman has no surplus

supply of eggs in summer when an over supply would trouble him
and when they are cheapest

As well as endeavoring to supply the eggs at a time when they are

in greatest demand the poultryman must get into touch with the best

market. The price depends very much upon the way the eggs are pre-

fj



Milted for tale. The foUowinf coo«der»tk»i, therefore, are worthy

of note:

Prtshn«u.—Bt sure that the eggs are freih. This is only made

pouible hy gather!^ them every day and marketiag them frequently.

CUmlm4U,r-A dirty egg looks bad and of two loU one dirty and

the other dean, the dirty lot sells much more slowly. WasWng ecp

that have dirty spots brings a sufficiently hif^r price and qmcker de-

mand to pay for the trouble.

Umformty.—Tht cook likes to get eggs of one size and colour and

the larger the better. It behoves the poultryman therefore to endeavor

to satisfy the whim. This is (kme by having but one breed, having it

pure and using only eggs that are large and uniform in shape and colour

for faKubatioii.

Labtl tkt Bggs^-Tht man who suppUes fresh, clean, uniform and

large eggs regularly, soon finds that his product is in more than ordinary

demand, and it is to his interesU to increase that demand. He can do

10 by stanqring each egg that is up to the standard with his name and

the date on which it was laid. His reputation will then grow in pro-

portion to his adherence to the standard trtiich he desires to establish.

By producing only a first class article, by having the name neatly

and prominently attached and by protecting it with a trade mark, the

products of any poultryman will come into greater and greater demand

and command ever increasing prices.

Selmtion o» BaKiDtas Whkw Tiap Nmts A« Not Usid.—To

the poultry keeper who has not the time nor the inclination to make a

sel<n:tion of his breeding stock by the use of trap nests, it is advisable

to idect the desired number required from those of his flock that are

laying during the winter months. A regular leg band or a piece of wire

can be placed round the leg of each desirable pullet so that they can

be readily selected when the hatching season arrives, at which time they

can be mated with a suitable cockerd. The eggs will be suitable for

hatching purposes at from ten to fourteen days after the male bird has

been placed in the breeding pen.

To identify strains and sges a good plan is to secure a toe punch

and when the chicks are hatched to punch the web between the toes

on either the right or left foot and between the first and second or second

and third toes as desired. By careful calcuUtion you can in this way

make fifteen different identificatira marks. Keep a toe-mark record

and the ages of the different birds can be readily obtained at any time.

Influence of the Male,—In building up the laying strains the poultry

map must give consideration to the birds tiiat are to head the pens. The

male birds should be the offspring of females of good laying strains.

The male bird has a greater influence in strain breeding than the average

breeder gives him credit for and too often strains do not devd<^ to the

satisfaction of the breeder because no consideration is given to uie egg-

producing qualities of the ancestry of the male bird used.
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Besides selecting males from egg-laying strains further care should

be exercised to see that the birds selected possess the blocky build so

eucntial in the fattening crate.

Fig. 63 illustrates a desirable type of bird to place at the head of a

flock or in the fattening crate. Note the breadth and depth of breast

Fig. 54 illustrates an undesirable type of bird either as a flock header

or for the fattening crate. Note the lack of breast and could he be seen

from the front it is certain that his legs would be close together and

his whole appearance indicative of narrowness and lack of constitution.

Fig. 65.—Two Views Showing Back and Breast of Phopesly

Shapkd Fleshed Bird.



Slmt up tkt Mdet.—Do not iHow the male birds to ran with the

flock at any other time than the breeding season as they are not in any

way conducive to egg production. The better way is to kill and maiket
than innwdiateiy after the breeding season is over. The infertile egg
is a better egg for the market and its keeping qualities dectdediy superioi

at diere is no germ to produce the ad<lled or rotten egg complained ol

by coosumers, which in the fertile egg is the result of contact with heat

ranging from 70 to 90 degrees—« temperature high enough to start

incubatkm. The infertile egg is not affected in this way. It is not de
sirable to allow the cockerels to remain with the pullets after they have
reached an age suiti^iile for the fattening crate. At this time they should

either be pbeed in tiie fattening crates or confined to runs where the)

will not coow in contact with the pullets.

In the foregoing paragraphs an attempt has been made to outlim
a plan of actkn which riiould enable any bepnner or poultry raiser to

thoroughly eatiddiah a flock. Having decided upoa what investment

he will midce, and- the method to pursue in building tq> the breed selected

the pUn oi strain building suggested is one whidi is to be highly com
mended. If tbe deriraUe qualities possessed by any breed of fowl are tc

be perpetaitad and improved, it must be done by selectioa, and this

selection ia best accaa^idied by knowing what the individual birdi

do in the way of prottadng ens and responding to the feed in the

fattening crate. It is aniy possible to perpetuate and intensify these

qualities by adopting a qrstem of selartian sodi as si^eiited in the

section d«iili«f with strain bdMing. If a poultry hntdtr will follow

this line it ia possibk for him to build up a superior daat of fowl which
should not cmly be profiuble to himself, but a greater aiv«atage to the
country as weU. '^

Lint Breedmg^—The system of breeding outlined ander the head
of strain building wUl give rnults as satisfactory as the average poultry-

9Prr

Fig. 66.

—

Link Bkeboing Chakt.



mui dttiret, howevtr, it hu ito drawbaclu and diMdvantaget in that the
introdiKtioo of new blood often bringi andetirablc characteriitict that

have a tendency to counteract the ideal for which the breeder is strivinf

.

For the benefit of those who may desire to strain build in a more
scientific way permission has been secured from Mr. I. K. Felch, Nan-
trick, Mass., to use a line breeding chart originated by him some years

ago. This line of breeding is being successfully used by poultry breeders
the world over. While this chart was produced particularly for the
breeding of poultry it may be successfully a{^ied to all lands of live

stock breeding where it is desired to preserve or develop certain quali-

ties of the flock or herd.

In line breeding with this chart it is desirable that the nule and
female of the foundation stock be unrelated and possessing as far as
possible the qualities that the breeder wishes to develop. By mating
the foundation stock offspring is produced represented as (S) having
one-half the blood of the original stock. By mating a cockerel of («)
back to the female parent and a pullet of the same flock back to the male
parent offspring is produced as in (8) and (4) that on the one hand
have three-fourths of the bkx>d of the fenale parent and one-quarter
the blood of the male, while on the other hand a family containing
three-fourths of the blood of the male parent and one-quarter of the
female is produced.

Continuing in this line a cockerel is mated from (8) back to the
original female or in other words a grandson to the grandmother thus
producing (6) and t^ opposite mating (7) in which case there is pro-
duced in (5) offspring containing seven-eighths of the female blood
and one-ei^tfa of Uie male and in (7) offspring containing seven-eighths
of the male and one^ighth of the female. Again by mating a pullet

from (3) with a cockerel from (S) the offspring (8) is produced
having thirteen-sixteenthi of the female blood and three-sixteenths of
the original male blood

It is contended by some En^sh breeders that after reducing to one-
eighth the bkKKl of the original mating that blood to all intents and
purposes becomes ineffective, thus by the third or fourth generation
there has been developed two distinct lines from the original stock, which
may again be subdivided as shown in (9), (11), (14) and (16).

If during this process of line breeding certain desirable character-
istics on either side are being lost or for other reasons it is desired to

return as nearly as possible to the original it can be accomplished by
mating birds from (3) and (4) producing (6) which contains one-half
the blood of each of the original stock, l^e same can be accomplished
by mating (6) and (7) or (8) and (18), (9) and (11), or any off-

spring having an equal proportion of the blood of the original parents.

In line breeding it becomes necessary to exercise great care in

selecting the most desirable specimens to build up the strams. Birds

that hide the desired requirements or have not the vitality and consti-

tution diould not be used under any circumstances. Natural selection,
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tht law of tlw MnrivAl of tht tMmi, haa to be labititMtMl b tht

nadt bjr Hm braadar. that tha bast quaUtiat nay
lapfOQMa BMir likai

XL-POULTRY FOR EXHIBITION.

Whila it la not tba intantioa of Uw writer to daal partkolarly with

axMbitioii podtry there are many no doubt who, haviiiff tocceeded with

atiUty poi&ry, detire to breed and devdop Urds for exhiUtiaD par>

poaaa. To midi a brief reference to this subject may be of intereat

Cam ov Btnoiirc.—Aa birdi in the show room are judged by the

American Standard of Perfectioo it becomea neccawry to mate birds

iMvinf as naariy aa poasibie the requirements of this Standard. It is,

tberefora, necessary for the breeder to be thoroogiily familiar witfrdia

standard eharacteriatica of the breed to secure the best reauhs.

BfMdiay IVimiura.—Breeding winners for the show room is not

an aaqr task and many disappointments are in store for the axhibitw

nntil ha baa davalopad or pordiased a strain of eidiibitioa stodi avabla
of rcprododflg tha qualitiaa of or an improvement over tha ordinal

stock.

Gtntni Rtqmr«t>mi»$.—ftWt general requirements in breeding

for exhibition purposes are^limilar to the methoda adaoeaiad generally

throughout dria bulietfai. WUle particular attentkm la given to the

fancy points reqoircd by die Standard, more credit is due the exhibitor

who combines tfie utility and fancy quaBtics in Ms exhibitioR stodc

SeUelimg Birds for th* Shorn /^omn^—When sdecting birds for

die show room, each bird should be exsminad for defects. Many of

wMrh can be remedied by the breeder during die reariiv. Special at-

tention should be given to disqualifying pdirts to save faumSiatioR and

disappdntment as sudi are sure to be detected by a competent judge.

Preparing Birds for tht Show J^omnv—Birds faitended for the show
room slwuld be placed in suitable coops and fed carefully to produce

the desired weight as nearly as possiUe, as over weight is as undesirable

as under weight

During the conditioning process the birds should be handled so

that they will not be excited when being handled by the judge. They
should also be trained to pose and show themsdves to the best advantage.

Grooming Show Birds.—The experienced exhibitor makes a care-

ful study of his birds paying particular attention to their weak points.

The unfavorable position or carriage of sickle tails or wing feathers,

the comb, wattles, lobes, beak, legs or feet, are groomed or trained in

a manner that will inq>rove or in a large measure ovenxmie defects.

Washing the Birds.—^Two or diree days before the show the Urds
should be washed. First place them in a tub of warm water and thor-

oughly soak the feathers, then wash them, using some pure srap. The
dirt can readily be loosaied by means of a sponge or with the hands



iHth little dunaft to Um fMlhtr*. if rauoiublc care it tMrdtcd. The

top sad f«H should alao receive attcntioa and for thii pofpOM an ordin-

ary nail \miA ia uaefuL The birds should next be placed in clean warm

water and the soap thoroughly rinsed from the feathers. When wash-

k^ birds with white feathers, a little blueing in the rinsing water wiU

gnatljr improve the colour.

DfyiHg Iht Birit.—Oa removing the birds from the rinsing water

they should first be drained of the water in the feathers, then pbced te

a clean dry coop in a warm place and allowed to dry. Judgment should

be used b the amount of heat supplied^s too little or too much will be

harmful to the health of the bird. When the Wrds are properly dried

the featbtn will fhiff out and present a good appearance. Gean dry

straw should be put in the c<x>ps in which the birds are placed and care

•xerdsed to aee that the coop* are clean so that the {dumage is not

oiled before the birds are placed on exhtbitioa.

XII.- DISEASES, INJURIES AND PARASITES.

The potthryman who makes constitution of first consideration ;;<<

a characteristic of his breeding stock, who makes cleanliness his >^»tch-

wmxl and who guard* his flock against dampness and drafu is not likfly

to be mndi troubled witii disease. Ahnoat every sickne** may be traced

to one or another of .the fdlowing canaes: Weak constitution; poor

food; foul. danq> or drafty quarters; and a Uck of exercise, sunshine

and air. When die birds are strong and the quarters dean and bright,

if disease occurs it ia ahnost sure to be due to an faifectton faitroduced

from a neighboring poultry yard or through birds brought in from shows

or other outside places. It is of first importance, therefore, to attend

to the prevention of disease.

Pilv«itTioir.—C<Mn/M«M.—Clean the drop boards frequently

enough to prevent dccompositkm and consequent foul odours within

the building. It is necessary that this be more frequeut in the summer

than in the winter, and while the droppings might accumulate for a

week in odd weaOer without any untoward resulu. in summer they

require daily attention.

The same general principle applies to the floor. If the litter is

deep and dry and the floor dry it may not require changing more than

once a month. But the water and any wet foods that may be given,

must be fed in such a way that they do not become scattered in the

litter, for when the litter becomes damp then fermenution begins and

disease follows.

The water tank and feeding trou|^s sometimes become sour. When
such occurs scald them and have a care to feed no more than will be

eaten tq> dean.

When the yards are so situated that they cannot be plowed and

sown to dover or alfalfa or other succulent foods, they should be scraped

every HMing and fall and the refuse taken away. The ground may be

4>rinkled with unslacked lime and sprayed with water.
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ZHmi/rcfMMi.—House deaning comet to a poultry keeper as wdl

as to the house keeper. Twice a year the fixtures in a poultry buikUag

should be romeved and all parts,—roosts, drop boards, nest boxes, ceil-

ing, floor and walls,—disinfected by the use of a spray pump, or a white-

wash brush. A suitable mixture fo» spraying is a two per cent section

of carbolic acid. Creolin, chloride of mercury and some of the patented

preparations are used sometimes with equally as good results. A very

thorough disinfection is sometimes accomplished by putting a pan of live

coals in the house, adding sulphur and closing all openings to the build-

ings for a few hours. Care must be taken that the fire is not within

reach of any combustible material and that the building becomes well

aired before the fowls are admitted.

Fresh Air and Sunshine.—Tht germs of moiit diseases can not lie in

fresh air nor in strong light. The poultryman can make use of thif.

principle by having plenty of windows in his poultry houses and by

placing them in such positions as to allow the direct sunshine to pene-

trate to every comer at some hour of the day. In the admission of

fresh air care must be taken to avoid drafu because drafts give the

birds colds. When colds occur the vitality is lowered and the bird is

more susceptible to attacks of disease.

Exercise.—It is a well known principle that a liberal amount of

exercise, but not sufficient to weary tlic body, produces the most healthy

condition, and that inactivity tei^ to degeneration and weakness of

constitution. In summer on free range or in la.tge yards the question

of exercise may be left to the birds; but in winter when the range is

limited cjcercise must be induced, and the most satisfactory means is

by feeding the grain foods in the litter thus necessitating a considerable

amount of scratching.

Separation.—When a bird becomes ill separate it from the rest of

the flock. By so doing the spread of an infectious disease may be

averted.

Notwithstanding the fact that disease can generally be traced '.->

some form of carelessness or mismanagement, birds become ill under

the most careful management and apparently perfect cleanliness. In

such circumstances it behoves the poultryman to treat his patients and
forestall, if possible, a scourge. An outlhie of the symptoms and treat-

ment of a few of the more conunon diseases is herewith given

:

Head and Lung Troubles.—^Under this come colds, roup, diph-

theria, bronchitis and tuberculosis and they can almost invariably be

traced to damp, filthy, dark or drafty quarters.

Roup.—This disease may usually be determined by the presence of

a rattling noise and foul smell associated with the breathing. A dis-

charge from the nostrils is usually present, and the eyes are sometimes

swollen and watery. It is highly contagious and the affected birds

should be isolated at once and the building, and particularly the drinking

vessels disinfected. If the affected birds are not very valuable, the

most satisfactory treatment is to kill them and bum the bodies. If thn

birds are valuable, prepare a two per cent, solution of permanganate of

potash and hold the bird's head in it until the solution is taken up into
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the head by brcathiaf. Syringing the nwuth and nostrils is another

means of accoaq>Iishing the same end. This treatment repeated once

a day for two or three days usually effects a cure.

Colds ami Diphtheria.—^These appear to the unprofessional eye as

stages or forms of roup and may be treated in the same manner.

Tuberculosis.—^This disease is detected in birds by much the same
symptoms as in man or in cattle. It is usually associated with lack of

thrift. The birds are poor in flesh, languid, and are not eager for their

food. The lungs, liver and other organs show peculiar white spots, and
the comb and face are pale in colour. The cure is so uncertain and
unsatisfactory that it is usually better to kill the birds and bum the

bodies, then disinfect the buildings. If general in the flock, the entire

flock should be discarded and entirely new blood introduced.

DiGSSTive Troubles.—These arise from over feeding, improper
methods of feeding or unwholesome foods, and include indigestion,

diarrhoea, sour and swelled crops, costiveness, etc.

Indigestion in Chicks.—When a chide it hatched it has in its body
the yolk of the egg, which serves to keep it alive for several days. In

fact chicks have lived for ten days without any food whatever. It is

therefore plain that until sufficient time has elapsed for this yolk to

become absorbed it is unwise to feed the chick. The cause of so many
chicks dying in the early stages of rearing is that they have been fed
too soon after a hatching. They have taken food into their crops that

they cannot digest. Young wild birds of the poultry kind are not
troubled in this way because they do not get their food until they are

able to leave the nest and then they are fed little and often. The only
treatment for this trouble is its prevention.

Other digestive troubles are not of much consequence in this pro-

vince; but there are troubles other than indigestion which are directly

traceable to the feeding.

Soft Eggs.—Caused by over feeding and an absence of lime. The
treatment consists in cutting down the amount of foo<i and adding oyster
shell or other lime substances to the ration. Increase the exercise.

Egg Eating Habit.—Caused by a craving for shell forming material.

Feeding plenty of oyrter shell or a suitable substitute will remedy the
evil.

Leg tVeakness.—The biri]s have developed too much fat for the

strength of bone and are unable to carry themselves about. It is usually

associated with small quarters and over feeding. The remedy to a
great extent consists in the removal of the catise. Put the birds on
earth runs and supply plenty of grit and green food.

Injuries.—Certain classes of injuries are so common to the birds

of some flocks that it is diflicult to determine whether they are not
actually inherited deformities. Many of them, however, can be traced

to defects in houses and fixtures.



Croolud Bnoit Bmm^TImr b ao bone ia tiie bwljr of a diidi

iMt hatdMd, but the oatertal wMck U to dcvdop into booc U a (diable

labMuiee calM griada and ia very sabjcct to iaituy. The beat aathori-

tiea atate Uiat crookwl bnaat bone ia hereditaiy and no doubt h ta and

only dwae birda widi atni|^ breaata ahoaU be uaed in dw breeding

pen; bat m«y of the oooka are the result of injuries and care ahoold

be talwi to see that die entranoea to die brooder houaea are by indined

pi»«t« rather diaa by atqpa. If chickena have to dtnd^ ow the aharp

edge of a adck of tii^ar audi aa a door aill, dwy are likdy to injure

the breaat and cauae the devdofdng bone to become crooked.

Bumbk Po^.—ll die rboata are hi^ or the floor hard the Urda

are likdy to hurt dicir feet in alighting from die roosts. The injury

occurs in die centre of the foot and appears as a hard lun^ widi a

con. The remedy coorista fa kndng die lunv «nd removing die core,

care bdnfc taken to wash the wound with an antiseptic wash, such as a

five per cent soludoo of carbolic add. According to the pbms as

described fa this bulletin, the roosts should not be more than thirty inches

from the floor and at that hd|^t bumble foot should not occur.

PAiAama.—The same conditions that faduce disease are most

favourable for lice and mites. Th«y thrive m filth and gain a greater

foothold as the body of the bird becomes weakened. Altho*igh some

lice UM^ be found on most flocks, yet with dean, light, healthy surround-

ings dMy are fa such small numbers as to be scarcdy worth considera-

tion. To be oo he safe side it is necessary to exercise siune precaution-

ary measures which vary for the particular case.

Body Z,tc«.—There are several varieties of lice which trouble

poultry, as anyone may easily see if he examfaes birds at the head,

bdow the vent, and the quills of the wings. Besides those which are

peculiar to different parts of the bird there are two varieties of wander-

ing Ike, which may be found on any part of the birds or on the roosts.

A good dust bath is of first importance for the treatment of lice and

tiiis should consist of light, friable earth. The fowls should be dusted

with a powder containing a high percentage of finely ground tobacco

or any one of the preparations on the maricet for killing lice. To dust

a bird effectivdy it should be suspended by the feet with one hand and

the powder sprinkled on while the feathers are thus open.

Roost Lice.—The roost lice feed on the birds at night, returning

to the crevices of the roosts and walls during the day. Dust baths do

not reach thein and they can only be reached by treating their hiding

places with solutions. An effective solution for the roosts, walls and

other fixtures is kerosene emulsion, or any of the spraying solutions

mentioned in this bulletin, or a solution of carbolic acid. These solu-

tions do not destroy the eggs, consequentiy treatment, to be effective,

must be repeated every few days for a couple of weeks, so as to catch

the young as they are hatched.

Scaly Leg.—Poultry kept in dirty houses are often troubled with

coarse scales on the legs. These are due to the presence of mites, which

have burrowed beneath the scales. They are air breathing insects and
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the trcttmat coniUti of depriving them of lir. Thii it done by ^>ply-

ins » tnixtnre of eqa«l pwrto of sulphur and I»rd two or three tames. It

is tshnple remedy md an efficacious one. A free appHation of «n oint-

ment made by mixing a teaspoonful of coal oU with a teacupful of lard

is recommended. Another method is to dip the legs m a tohition of nap-

thalene flakes in coal oil. Dippings repeated daily for three or four

days usually work a cure.




